Town of Sidney – COVID-19 Recovery Task Force Committee
AGENDA
Tuesday, July 14, 2020 – 2:00 pm to 3:30 pm
Zoom Meeting
Meetings are video recorded and posted on the Town’s website.

1.

Adoption of Agenda

2.

Territorial Acknowledgement

3.

Adoption of Minutes

4.

Background info – receive for information:
a. Destination Victoria and Greater Victoria Harbour Authority recovery
planning overview
b. Victoria Airport Authority recovery planning – link to YouTube video
of AGM, including presentations on recovery planning
c. Additional pedestrian counter data provided by D. Calveley

5.

Overview of Resident Survey Summary Report

6.

Discussion: Recovery Vision and Measurables of Success

7.

Discussion: Recovery and the OCP

8.

Discussion: Member Ideas of Four Key Elements from Terms of
Reference

9.

Roundtable

10.

Next Steps

11.

Next Meeting: Thursday July 30

12.

Adjournment

Town of Sidney – COVID-19 Recovery Task Force Committee
Meeting Minutes
Tuesday, June 30, 2020 – 2:00PM – 3:30PM
Zoom Meeting
Present: Mayor C. McNeil-Smith, Councillor B. Fallot, Kelly Bull-Tomer, David Calveley, Glenys Cavers,
Steve Duck, Kirsten Norris, Morgan Shaw, Denny Warner
Regrets: Brett Mikkelsen, Fire Chief
Staff: Randy Humble, CAO, Alison Verhagen, Senior Manager of Current Planning / Recovery Director,
Donna Barner, Recording Clerk
Meeting called to order by R. Humble at 2:01. R. Humble served as Chair and conducted the election
for Committee Chair. Chair R Humble thanked committee members for their participation on this new
COVID-19 Recovery Task Force Committee. Extended thanks and acknowledgement with sincere
respect to the WSÁNEĆ People.
1. Introductions
Mayor Cliff McNeil –Smith – Town of Sidney Mayor
Councillor Barbara Fallot – Town of Sidney Councillor
Kelly Bull-Tomer – Chair of the Advisory Planning Commission
David Calveley – Vice Chair of Economic Advisory Committee, as well as a member of the OCP
Advisory Committee
Glenys Cavers – Director of SHOAL Centre & Thrift Shops, Beacon Community Services. Has led
the BC211 program for the CRD during the pandemic.
Steve Duck – President, Sidney Community Association
Kirsten Norris – Communications Coordinator, ArtSea Community Arts Council, and also
representing the Sidney Events Advisory Group (SEAG)
Morgan Shaw - Executive Director of Sidney Business Improvement Area Society, EOC Planning
staff member
Denny Warner – Executive Director for Saanich Peninsula Chamber of Commerce, member of
the Economic Advisory Committee, EOC Planning staff member
Alison Verhagen – Senior Manager of Current Planning, served as Planning Section Chief for
the EOC, now serving as Recovery Director
Donna Barner – Fire and Emergency Management office Services Coordinator, served as
Information Section Chief, now serving as the assistant to the Recovery Director
Brett Mikkelsen – Chair R Humble introduced Brett Mikkelsen in his absence. Fire Chief and
Emergency Management Coordinator, served as the EOC Director
Randy Humble – Chief Administrative Officer

2. Election of Chief and Vice Chair
The Chair called for nominations for Chair:




Councillor B Fallot nominates Mayor C. McNeil-Smith.
The Chair called the nomination for a second and third time. No further nominations were
made.
Mayor C. McNeil-Smith acclaimed as Chair.

The Chair called for nominations for Vice Chair:
 D. Calveley nominates S. Duck.
 The Chair called the nomination for a second and third time. No further nominations were
made.
S. Duck acclaimed as Vice Chair.
CARRIED
3. Review and approval of the agenda
Moved by S. Duck, seconded by Councillor B. Fallot that the Agenda be approved with the
following edits:
Item 6 be amended to 6A: Review of EOC business survey results
Add item 6B: Update on Resident Survey
Add item 6C: Interprovincial travel – Sidney Tourism Messaging
Between items 8 and 9, add item: “Next Steps”
CARRIED
4. Review of Terms of Reference
The Chair called for any questions from the Committee on the Terms of Reference. No questions
were raised and no motion required.
5. Review of Staff Reports to Council on recovery planning
A. Verhagen provided a review on the following Staff Reports:
 May 21, 2020 Staff Report to Mayor and Council, “Update on Recovery Planning from
COVID-19 Pandemic”
 May 21, 2020 Staff Report to Mayor and Council, “Pandemic Recovery Planning:
Pedestrian and Business use of Public Space in the Downtown Core”
 June 12, 2020 Staff Report to Mayor and Council, “Transition from Emergency Operations
Centre (EOC) to a Long-Term Recovery Structure”


Discussion:
o Modified public space to increase pedestrian space is being done at the Town’s
expense. If a business wishes to build a patio space, this is the businesses expense.
o Value of the data provided by the pedestrian counters. D. Calveley and Councillor
Duncan have prepared additional comparative graphs.
D. Calveley to forward additional graphs to D. Barner.

Moved by G. Cavers, seconded by S. Duck that the committee receives the staff reports to Council.
CARRIED

6. A. Review of EOC Business Survey results
A. Verhagen provided a review on the June 16, 2020 Staff Report to Mayor and Council,
“Summary of EOC Business Survey results”
Moved by S. Duck, seconded by K. Bull-Tomer that the committee receives the Summary of the
EOC Business Survey results Staff Report to Mayor and Council
CARRIED
B. Review of EOC Resident Survey results
A. Verhagen provided a verbal update on the early results of the EOC Resident Survey on
pandemic experiences.
 Highlights:
o 530 responses in approximately one week
o Three quarters live in Sidney
o Majority are retired (44%), or employed full time (33%)
o 80% are homeowners; 86% indicated they would be able to pay their property
taxes on time
o 17% are renters; 87% indicated they would be able to pay their rent on time
o When asked how their work situation has changed due to the pandemic, 30%
said they were not affected, 29% said they were working from home, 13% had
decreased hours, and 13% had been laid off.
o Top five concerns for family in order are: physical health, mental health,
safety, investments, and food/nutrition.
o Top five concerns for community in order are: economy, mental health,
employment, safety, and physical health.
Moved by M. Shaw, seconded by K. Norris that the committee receives the verbal update on the
early results of the EOC Resident Survey on pandemic experiences.
CARRIED
C. Interprovincial travel – Sidney Tourism Messaging


Discussion:
o The Province has announced we are now in Phase 3 of the BC Restart Plan,
which includes interprovincial travel. Province is advising tourists to check with
the community prior to visiting to ensure they are welcoming travel.
o The EOC and Town Hall have had, and continue to have, several inquiries
regarding Sidney’s stance on tourism.
o Sidney should consider developing a message for visitors similar to Destination
BC, Destination Victoria, and communities such as Kelowna and Whistler.
o Due to the urgency of this messaging, a Special Council meeting will be
scheduled to review messaging.
o Recommendation needs to balance economic recovery as well as community
recovery.

Moved by S. Duck, seconded by K. Norris that staff draft a recommendation to Council in
support with consistent messaging regarding tourism in Sidney.

CARRIED

7. Roundtable
Chair - Recovery was part of EOC activities from the initial activation, but this committee will move
forward with Recovery. D. Warner shared positive news that District of North Saanich will provide
funding to open washrooms at Saanich Peninsula Visitor Information Centre.
Councillor B. Fallot – Mayor and Council hosted a virtual Meet and Greet last night, which
provided the opportunity to hear concerns from our community that we as individuals may not
have considered. This committee is a perfect opportunity to build upon this concept. Committee
will need to be nimble to adapt to the ever-changing nature of the pandemic and be able to act
quickly.
D. Calveley – proposed information sharing prior to meeting so committee can come to meetings
prepared to make decisions to decrease time it takes for items to be acted upon. Information and
discussions should be fluid between meetings and not be reserved only for meetings. This
committee will need to be able to respond quickly and act urgently.
G. Cavers – Have seen a significant increase in stress and anxiety throughout COVID in our
community. Connection and support is definitely something she would like to see.
M. Shaw – The BIA is advocating local spending as much as they can for July and August. The
business community carries a lot of uncertainty for the fall and a potential second wave.
8. Next Steps
Chair proposed the next meeting be structured around a discussion based on the four focuses
outlined in the Terms of Reference; Economic Recovery and Resiliency, Cultural Recovery and
Resiliency, Community Resiliency, and Prepare for Future COVID-19 Waves. Subject to availability,
the Chair would like to meet again within 7-10 days.
9. Adjournment
Moved by D. Caveley, seconded by G. Cavers that the meeting adjourn at 03:25.
CARRIED
Meeting adjourned at 03:25.

______________________________________
Chair

_______________________________
Date

GREATER VICTORIA TOURISM
RESCUE & RECOVERY TASK FORCE
First Phase Priorities for Immediate Support to June 2020
PHASE ONE IN AN INCREMENTAL SERIES OF RECOMMENDATIONS
IN AN EVOLVING SITUATION TO SUMMER 2021
MAY 12, 2020
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GREATER VICTORIA TOURISM RESCUE & RECOVERY TASK FORCE

Who We Are
The Greater Victoria Tourism Rescue & Recovery Task Force (Task Force) is a group of twelve tourism business leaders
working together to propose solutions to rescue Greater Victoria’s tourism industry from the impacts of COVID-19 and
also develop ways forward for business recovery. Collectively these business leaders have 400 years of experience in the
tourism & hospitality sector as well as more than 200 years contributing to Greater Victoria’s communities.
All members care deeply about their community being generous with their charity, investment in their workers and a
commitment to sustainable tourism.
The focus of the Task Force is two-fold:
1. To seek policy initiatives and financial support to ensure survival of Greater Victoria’s tourism industry through the
COVID-19 pandemic, and
2. to position Greater Victoria’s tourism industry for the expected economic recovery as restrictions related to the
COVID-19 pandemic are relaxed, with a focus on a realistic 18 month survival and recovery strategy.

TOURISM BUSINESS WILL BE EXTREMELY CURTAILED
FOR 18 MONTHS UNTIL FALL 2021

Although the work of the Task Force feeds into the larger B.C. and Canadian economic context, our goals are very local:
to ensure our unique island location, our distinctive industry and tourism’s value to Greater Victoria’s economy are
considered in government strategies and achieve real benefits from their vital supports. The Task Force has an essential
role in informing the roadmap to reopening B.C.’s economy. Its work and recommendations are especially vital within the
context of BC’s Restart Plan released on May 7, 2020, whereby (i) many segments of the industry’s customers will continue
to be prevented from visiting and (ii) crucial, foundational meetings and conference business remains prohibited. Tourism
was the first industry impacted by COVID-19 and will be last to come through the pandemic, enduring the most prolonged
economic adversity compared to other sectors.

It is clear that the road ahead will be very difficult and we look to all levels of government
to work with us as partners, in good faith for mutually beneficial solutions.
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Who We Are

in alphabetical order
FRANK CHARLES BOURREE
CEO, Bourree & Associates
Frank Bourree has been actively involved in Greater Victoria’s community and tourism,
hospitality, human resources, and consulting sectors for more than 40 years. Frank is Vice
Chair of the South Island Prosperity Partnership, Chair of the Our Place Community Advisory
Board, and a Past Chair of the Greater Victoria Chamber of Commerce.
DAVE COWEN
CEO, The Butchart Gardens
Dave Cowen has more than 30 years experience in the tourism industry, including 13 as General
Manager and CEO of The Butchart Gardens. Dave is Chair of the Board of the Greater Victoria
Harbour Authority, Co-Chair of the Tourism Committee for the Pacific Northwest Economic
Region (PNWER), and a Past Chair of Destination Greater Victoria’s Board of Directors.

ANTHONY EVERETT
President & CEO, Tourism Vancouver Island
Anthony Everett has more than 30 years experience in destination marketing, sport tourism,
media relations, visitor services and Board governance.

SUZANNE GATRELL
Owner, Kingsbridge Hotel Consulting
Suzanne Gatrell has more than 30 years experience in tourism and hospitality, including 12
years in Greater Victoria. Suzanne is Chair of Destination Greater Victoria’s Transportation and
Destination Management Committee.

KIMBERLEY HUGHES
General Manager, Delta Hotels by Marriott Victoria Ocean Pointe Resort
Kimberley Hughes has more than 30 years of tourism and hospitality experience, including
12 years in Greater Victoria. Kimberley is Chair of Destination Greater Victoria’s Board of
Directors.

DAN KUKAT
Owner and President, Springtide Whale Watching & Eco Tours and Member of the Pacific
Whale Watch Association
Dan Kukat started Springtide Whale Watching & Eco Tours 27 years ago, combining his
passion for being on the ocean, his desire to live in Victoria and his interest in running his
own business. Dan is a Past Chair of the Pacific Whale Watch Association.
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Who We Are

in alphabetical order
BILL LEWIS
General Manager, The Magnolia Hotel & Spa
Bill Lewis has a diverse background in the hotel sector, with more than 25 years of
experience and 15 years in management roles in Victoria. Bill is Chair of the Hotel
Association of Greater Victoria and a Past Chair of Destination Greater Victoria’s Board of
Directors.
PAUL NURSEY
CEO, Destination Greater Victoria
Paul Nursey has more than 25 years of tourism and hospitality experience, including 20 years
in leadership roles in destination management and six years in Greater Victoria.

BRENDA OLLIS
General Manager, Chateau Victoria Hotel
Brenda Ollis has 32 years experience in tourism and hospitality, all in Greater Victoria.
Brenda is Treasurer of the Victoria Hotel Destination Marketing Association.

THE REV’D CANON IAN POWELL
General Manager, Inn at Laurel Point and Managing Director, Paul’s Restaurants Ltd
The Rev’d Canon Ian Powell has more than 45 years of tourism and hospitality experience,
with more than 30 years in senior leadership roles. Ian has contributed to Greater Victoria’s
tourism industry for more than 40 years. Ian is Chair of go2HR’s Board of Directors and a
Past Chair of Destination Greater Victoria.
JOHN WILSON
President and CEO, The Wilson’s Group of Companies
Led by John Wilson, The Wilson’s Group has been an active member of Greater Victoria’s
business and tourism community for 40 years. John is Chair of the Greater Victoria Chamber of
Commerce.

RANDY WRIGHT
President, Harbour Air Group
Randy Wright has 43 years of tourism and hospitality experience, all in Greater Victoria.
Randy is a Past Chair of Destination Greater Victoria.
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Why Tourism Matters
Tourism is a major contributor to Greater Victoria’s local economy. Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, tourism was the
second largest industry in Greater Victoria, delivering $2.3 billion economic impact annually and bringing $1.4 billion in
new revenue from visitors into the local economy each year. This revenue is critical for the multitude of small to mediumsize businesses underpinning the tourism industry.

The staggering job losses
announced on May 8, 2020
reinforce these numbers and
the importance of tourism.

2 IN 5

WORKING GREATER
VICTORIANS ARE
EMPLOYED IN TOURISM

Tourism’s benefits go beyond new spending in the economy. Tourism generates jobs at all skill and technical levels for
people of all ages. It is also a major employer of young adults and people with disabilities, and an important ‘gateway
employer’ for students seeking diverse work experience. Tourism employs two in five of Greater Victoria’s working citizens
and supports livelihoods for local families. Tourism’s contributions to the year-round quality of life enjoyed by Greater
Victoria’s residents also strengthens the region’s ability to attract and retain skilled workers for its technology, academic,
government and health care sectors.

How Tourism Businesses and Workers Have Been Impacted
Due to the necessary health and safety measures put into place by government to address the COVID-19 pandemic, for
the short-term there is almost no tourism activity. Both the degree and immediacy of economic decline is startling in a
region where tourism plays such a pivotal role in our local economy and for households across the South Island. Tourism is
inherently seasonal and the timing of the COVID-19 pandemic has hit tourism businesses particularly hard. The immediate
cessation of visitor travel to Greater Victoria has occurred at a time of year when tourism businesses are preparing for the
main summer season and significant funds have already been invested in these preparations. In addition to being forced
to lay-off up to 90% of tourism’s full-time workforce, businesses have not been able to employ the thousands of seasonal
workers they rely on over the main season. These seasonal workers also rely on tourism for income and experience.

MOST TOURISM BUSINESSES RECEIVE 60 TO 65 PER CENT OF
THEIR ANNUAL REVENUE FROM MAY TO SEPTEMBER

Most tourism businesses receive up to two-thirds of their annual revenue from May to September and rely on this critical
core revenue to keep their business functioning over the remainder of the year. In 2020 it is likely that this revenue will
decrease by up to 88%, assuming it is safe for some travel and tourism to recommence in June 2020.
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SEASONALITY IS A MAJOR DRIVER OF A LONG-TERM SURVIVAL PLAN
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Tourism was first affected in January 2020 with the loss of Asian business – including Chinese
New Year – and will be the last sector to reemerge in Phase 4 of the restart plan.
Governments are taking action to provide temporary supports for businesses, for which tourism businesses are very
grateful. While these supports are helpful and appreciated, in some cases they do not cover the seasonal timeframes
for which tourism businesses need support, nor address many of the unique characteristics of the tourism sector and its
workforce. Revenues in 2020 will be very modest and not cover costs for many businesses, leaving business owners, their
workers, and the families they support in a precarious situation. Bankruptcy of cornerstone tourism businesses in Greater
Victoria is a real possibility without tailored government support to ensure survival through to summer and fall 2021.

Government supports provided now and into 2021 will be investments delivering high
returns in employment and tax contributions for many years to come.

An 18-Month Roadmap
We agree health and safety are paramount. Under guidance from our Provincial Health Officer and Minister of Health,
we are committed to working together to stop the spread of COVID-19. We are hopeful the hardships endured to date to
flatten the curve will result in gradual lifting of restrictions in the weeks and months ahead. With the right government
supports and conditions to allow for safe business operations, many tourism businesses will be able to adapt and embrace
the “new normal”.
We are confident tourism businesses can come back strongly and contribute positively once again. However, given critical
seasonal factors and severe declines in revenue flows for 2020 and into 2021, recovery will not occur soon. As illustrated
in the charts above, it will take 12 to 18 months for tourism businesses to return to the levels of revenue necessary to fully
sustain their operations and workforce. Local tourism businesses will need support throughout this period.
Assuming it is safe to recommence some travel and tourism activities in June or July 2020, this will be at greatly reduced
capacity (due to health and safety requirements and the need to maintain physical distancing) and is likely to be limited to
visitors from within BC for the foreseeable future. Traditional source markets, and the significant revenue they generate,
will simply not be available. Even as travel across provinces becomes possible, visitation will only grow very gradually and
is only likely to occur once the main summer tourism period has mostly passed. Visitation from the USA – one of Greater
Victoria’s key source markets – might not be possible even at low capacity until late 2020. Travel from overseas source
markets to BC is unlikely until 2021 alongside availability of a COVID-19 vaccine. It is therefore necessary to approach
recovery of the tourism industry with a long-term, seasonal 18-month roadmap because it will, quite literally, take that
long for tourism businesses to return to revenue levels that can sustain both the fixed and variable costs of doing business.

We now know it will be a long recovery. Tourism businesses care deeply about their
employees and want to keep a connection. Specific, safe emergency policies are required.
While there is a path to recovery, it will take a collective and coordinated effort to maintain the foundation of the industry
in the months ahead. Our industry has always been collaborative, and we are grateful for our ongoing access and dialogue
with all levels of government. The leadership and coordinated actions taken by our federal, provincial, and municipal
governments are essential to helping enable our industry to survive and to transition from rescue to recovery. To aid and
inform government efforts in these unprecedented times, the Task Force is developing a roadmap for tourism industry
recovery. This roadmap recognizes that recovery will be a gradual process over the next 18 months, with progressive steps
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and adjustments along the way. To accommodate these steps and implement actions when they are most critical, the most
feasible approach is to update and reiterate the supports required by tourism businesses over rolling two- to three-month
periods. This will ensure recovery moves forward in bite-sized pieces while keeping the 18-month perspective in sight.

MARCH
2020

CRISIS

REQUEST NOW
FOR SUPPORT

FUTURE NEEDS
FOR BUSINESS

RECOVERY
NEEDS

SUMMER
2021

To move the 18-month roadmap to recovery forward in feasible steps, the key supports
required will be prioritized in rolling 2 to 3 month updates.

Cost of Reopening Businesses
When some travel recommences and businesses re-open gradually, it will be far from ‘business as usual’ for the tourism
industry. Visitor source markets and business segments central to tourism in Greater Victoria will not be available due
to restrictions on cross-border travel (particularly the USA) and limitations on the size of meetings (which precludes
conventions and business events). Prior to COVID-19, these key markets and segments provided almost 45% of visitors to
Greater Victoria as well as almost 55% of visitor expenditure. Suggestions that these source markets and segments can
be replaced by lower-yield B.C. residents are not realistic. Because visitation will be minimal to start and only grow very
slowly, demand and capacity will be severely reduced, and revenues will be low for an extended period. Businesses will
be operating at a financial loss, even with fewer working employees. This is not a viable operating model and cannot be
sustained but will be a painful necessity in order to build a sector-wide recovery. Support will be required.

PRIOR TO COVID-19, CROSS-BORDER
TRAVEL AND CONVENTIONS AND
BUSINESS EVENTS PROVIDED 45% OF
VISITORS TO GREATER VICTORIA AS WELL
AS 55% OF VISITOR EXPENDITURE

On top of this, complying with the important health and safety requirements to contain COVID-19 will be an inherently
more expensive way of operating. There will be additional fixed and variable costs that businesses could not reasonably
have planned for prior to COVID-19. It is likely that many businesses will need to modify facilities, equipment, and
transportation to support physical distancing guidelines. There will be expenses for personal protective equipment (PPE),
cleaning supplies, signage, and education materials. Rigorous cleaning protocols and overseeing physical distancing will
add considerable labour costs. Collectively these costs will be incremental direct operating expenses.

While tourism businesses will always enthusiastically welcome local and B.C. visitors as
valued guests, the reality is that these source markets are insufficient to sustain businesses
into 2021.
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Significantly, complying with health and safety requirements will further reduce capacity to conduct business, thereby
exacerbating revenue constraints. To ensure safe physical distancing, hotels and attractions must have fewer guests,
tours must have fewer participants, transportation must have fewer passengers, and restaurants must have fewer diners.
Tourism businesses will be operating below the levels of capacity required to break even. It will not be feasible to increase
prices to help offset the reduced capacity and added costs. Reopening will include a high financial burden and raises the
question of who can or should help pay.
Recovery will be severely undermined and may stall unless tourism businesses receive financial supports to meet the added
costs from COVID-19. These supports will not only be critical when businesses re-open, but also afterwards as recovery
gradually builds and until revenues reach a level sufficient for ongoing operations. Measures that help with liquidity and
cashflow will be most effective, even if financial support reduces over time as recovery gains momentum.
For example, extending the Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy (CEWS) would greatly help tourism business address the
added costs of reopening and working towards recovery. Contributions to labour costs will free-up funds to cover other
operating expenses. It would also maintain valuable connections to employees so they can be brought back to work as
business gradually increases. It would not be necessary to maintain 75% CEWS support throughout the recovery period.
Rather, the proportion could be reduced progressively over time and still be very beneficial. Adopting a tapered approach,
the proportion of CEWS support could be tied to sector-specific return to capacity and/or revenue measures, and phased
gradually downwards. Importantly, this would also allow tourism businesses to plan more effectively, both financially and
operationally.
As a further consequence of capacity constraints and increased fixed and operational costs, asset valuations for many
tourism businesses have been or will be reduced, undermining their ability to leverage assets and raise funds through
loans. Added costs and decreased capacity (for example, fewer guests or passengers) reduce the revenue produced by
an asset, resulting in lower valuation. Because most assets are financed and specified coverage (e.g. net income, interest,
capital value) ratios must be maintained, prolonged or significant declines in valuation may trigger lenders to seek principal
repayment, which under current scenarios would make many tourism businesses insolvent or bankrupt. Given that added
costs and constraints on capacity will be unavoidable as businesses re-open, financial support over the longer term – such
as interest-free loans, grants or subsidies to offset valuation reductions – is likely to be the most workable and effective
solution.

Problem Statement
Tourism is a significant contributor to Greater Victoria’s economy, a major employer of residents, and central to quality of
life for Greater Victoria’s communities. The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has severely reduced liquidity at a critical time
when tourism businesses generate core annual revenue. With a safe, gradual recovery the adverse impacts on tourism,
including revenue losses, capacity constraints and new additional costs, will persist throughout 2020 and into late 2021.
The short-term and long-term survival of many tourism businesses, and their contributions to Greater Victoria, is at stake.
Many shops and services enjoyed by Greater Victoria’s residents will not be able to survive without tourism revenue.
Governments are requested to act now to support these businesses and the many workers and families they directly and
indirectly support.
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Requests
The Task Force has prioritized five requests for government that are critical to support tourism businesses immediately and
going forward:

1. Extending the Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy (CEWS) well into 2021.
2. Extending the 16-week period before severance is required for staff on temporary layoff, as well as
flexibility on group lay-off provisions for tourism’s highly seasonal workforce.
3. Interest-free loans, grants, subsidies or similar financial supports.
4. Support for COVID-19 safety oriented and physical social-distancing measures.
5. Redirect Destination Canada and Destination BC marketing funds from traditional international source
markets to domestic source markets at the community level for the short term upon approved restart.

Details of the Requests
1. Extension of the Canadian Emergency Wage Subsidy (CEWS)
The CEWS currently expires on June 15, 2020. Liquidity and cashflow will be critical issues for many tourism businesses
after June 15, 2020 and for an extended period likely to continue into 2021. Extending the CEWS to a later date, ideally
in rolling two to three-month periods and/or on a tapered basis as outlined above, would help businesses maintain
existing connections with their employees and continue their operations. Tourism businesses are people-centric and
value their employees very highly and maintaining links with their skilled and enthusiastic workforce will be essential
through the recovery. Extending CEWS will also greatly support businesses in meeting the added costs of reopening and
safety requirements, and addressing the associated capacity and liquidity challenges as recovery slowly builds. Business
that are able to maintain operations and retain their workers through to 2021 will also be better placed to capitalize on
anticipated economic recovery next year. If the CEWS ceases too early, before businesses can re-open sufficiently to start
rebuilding sustainable revenues, many businesses will be unable to bring back their employees, may be forced to lay them
off permanently, or probably will not survive.

2. Further extension of the 16-week (previously 13-week) temporary layoff period
Under pre-COVID BC employment law an employee could be laid off for a maximum period of 13 weeks, after which
severance must be paid. Although we appreciate that the provincial government has recently extended this period to
16 weeks, the extension remains far too short considering business realities. Many tourism businesses have found it
necessary to lay off a major proportion of their staff temporarily, and for most the new 16-week temporary layoff period
will end in early July 2020. While these businesses are keen to maintain connection with their employees and bring them
back to work when possible, with severely reduced revenue for the foreseeable future and remainder of 2020 they are
facing crippling severance costs at the end of the 16-week period in July 2020. This timing to too early, particularly when
seasonality and revenue flows for tourism businesses are considered.
As outlined above, even assuming it is safe to recommence some travel and tourism activities in June or July 2020, with
minimal revenue flow the vast majority of tourism businesses will not be in a financial position to bring back most of their
employees in July (or even August, September or October). As much as businesses would like to bring employees back,
it will not be a feasible option. If the temporary lay-off period is not extended significantly for tourism businesses (for
example, through 2020 and into 2021) their only choice will be to sever most of their employees and lose the mutually
valuable connection with them. Moreover, the direct costs of severance are a critical factor and would be likely to push
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most of these businesses over the financial edge, thereby taking further employees out of the workforce as businesses are
forced to close over the leaner period of the year. The adverse social and economic implications are significant.
It is equally essential to address BC employment law provisions for group lay-offs, which apply when more than 50 employees
are laid off during any two-month period. While intended mainly within the context of factories, mills and similar sized
businesses, these provisions can greatly impact many tourism businesses that, due to highly seasonal visitation, employ
a core full-time team supplemented by many seasonal employees. For example, a whale watching or tour business may
have more than 20 year-round employees and then employ 30 or more on a seasonal basis in line with visitor demand.
When COVID-19 restrictions occurred, this was the position many of Greater Victoria’s tourism businesses were in. They
were recruiting, investing in and training large numbers of seasonal staff in preparation for the primary tourism season. If
these businesses have to lay off these employees and ultimately terminate their employment due to lack of customers, the
severance costs could total hundreds of thousands of dollars and cripple or sink the businesses permanently. Again, the
adverse implications are significant. Temporary flexibility is requested for tourism businesses.
Temporary policy changes are required so that businesses do not face these detrimental severance costs and employees
are not placed in an unfavourable position. A considerable extension to the 16-week temporary layoff period would allow
businesses to avoid high severance costs while revenues are low and they are still operating at a financial loss, and keep
the opportunity open to hire back employees when revenues increase and reach at least a break-even level. In terms of
timeline, the period should directly align with business recovery. Flexibility on provisions for group lay-offs to recognize the
highly seasonal nature of tourism’s workforce would not only help businesses avoid unintended and crippling severance
costs, but also maintain opportunities to re-hire employees as recovery progresses. Flexibility would also help ensure
businesses survive to employ large numbers of seasonal workers in future years.

3. Interest-free loans, grants, subsidies or similar financial supports
In view of projected revenue flows through to the end of 2021, it is not viable for tourism businesses to increase their
debt obligations or defer interest on loans. As noted above, the COVID-19 pandemic has occurred as tourism businesses
were preparing and investing for their core-season operations. As per standard practice, many took out loans prior to the
COVID-19 pandemic to invest operationally for revenues in spring and summer 2020. Increasing debt or deferring interest
on additional loans will increase costs and directly undermine business viability. Because of prolonged severely reduced
revenue flows there will not be capacity to repay. Instead, interest-free loans or similar direct financial support should be in
place to help businesses remain viable, retain their employees, and gradually recover over the longer term. These supports
will also assist in maintaining asset valuations for longer term business viability and resilience.

4. Support for COVID-19 safety oriented and physical social-distancing measures
As restrictions are gradually relaxed and some businesses re-open and increase operations, it will still be necessary to
have measures in place to prevent transmission of COVID-19. Health and safety of visitors, workers and residents will
remain paramount, and tourism businesses will need to adapt and put best practices into place. For example, there could
be requirements to modify facilities, equipment, vehicles, aircraft and vessels to adhere to physical distancing guidelines.
There will be incremental expenses for personal protective equipment (PPE), cleaning supplies, staff costs for extra cleaning,
signage, and education materials. There will need to be clear guidelines from health authorities to ensure businesses can
meet requirements. Along with these additional direct operating costs for businesses, the health and safety requirements
(particularly physical distancing) will place considerable constraints on capacity to serve customers and do business. There
should be discussion around how tourism businesses can be best and most efficiently supported in implementing safety
measures, meeting added costs, and addressing reduced capacity. We request all levels of government to respond in
timely and meaningful ways to support tourism businesses in their efforts to endure and adapt.
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5. Redirect Destination Canada and Destination BC marketing funds from traditional international source
markets to domestic source markets at the community level for the short term upon approved restart.
Destination Canada and Destination British Columbia have tens of millions of dollars in their budgets dedicated to
marketing Canada and BC within international source markets. Because international borders are closed to non-essential
travel for the foreseeable future, it does not make sense for Destination Canada and Destination BC to continue to market
internationally. Instead, these funds could be re-dedicated to domestic source markets, promoting hyper-local tourism and
‘staycations’ within Canada. For many years, community Destination Marketing Organizations have partnered upwards to
become very effective senior-tier, locally-grounded partnership marketers. This makes community DMOs particularly wellplaced to market most effectively and efficiently at local and regional scales. The re-purposing of marketing funds aligns
directly with the anticipated phasing of tourism recovery. Domestic ‘rubber tire’ travel will recommence first, followed
by domestic air travel, and then finally international air travel. Because borders are not expected to re-open to nonessential travel before 2021 and tourism recovery will be hyper-local, then local, then regional into 2021, re-purposing of
Destination Canada and Destination British Columbia international marketing funds would be appropriate and beneficial
for one to two years only.
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Greater Victoria’s Visitor Economy
ECONOMIC IMPACT OF COVID-19
The COVID-19 pandemic is likely to have devastating impacts on the economy of Greater Victoria. This will not only effect
businesses and workers connected to tourism, but also the residents, communities and governments that benefit from
visitor spending in Greater Victoria.

$1.4 BILLION

PROJECTED LOSSES OVER
THE NEXT 10-14 MONTHS

LOST TO OUR ECONOMY FROM
VISITOR SPENDING
BUSINESSES HARDEST HIT

Transportation

Accommodation

Food &
Beverage

WAGE LOSSES

$605 MILLION
AND COULD BE AS MUCH
AS $850 MILLION
PROJECTED TAX
REVENUE LOSS

Attractions

Retail

Arts &
Entertainment

JOB LOSSES

BETWEEN
AND

19,800

22,500

$375 MILLION

IN THE NEXT 10-14 MONTHS
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COVID-19 & CRUISE VISITATION TO VICTORIA
CURRENT SITUATION

As the Greater Victoria Harbour Authority (GVHA) is a community-based, not-for-profit
organization, the health and safety of Victorians is our top priority. The resumption of cruise to
Victoria must be done in a way that protects the community. Cruising in Victoria will not
resume until Federal and Provincial authorities have indicated it is safe to do so.
On May 22, 2020, because of the continued threat of COVID-19 in Canada, Transport Canada
extended the suspension of cruise vessels in Canadian waters from July 1, 2020 until Oct. 31,
2020, effectively cancelling the cruise season in Victoria and other ports across Canada.
In Victoria, more than 300 vessels, 770,000 passengers, and 300,000 crew were anticipated to
call to the city from April to October 2020. This would have contributed more than $12.5 million
to our organization in the current fiscal and brought more than $130 million in value to the
economy of Greater Victoria.
ACTIONS & NEXT STEPS

Planning is now underway to welcome visitors in 2021. The Greater Victoria Harbour Authority
is taking a leadership role in the advocacy for cruise in Victoria, and across Canada. As we lead
this advocacy, we are engaging with ports across the country including Vancouver, Prince
Rupert, Nanaimo, and Quebec City, as well as associations representing ports such as Cruise the
Saint Lawrence, Cruise Atlantic Canada and CLIA.
We wish to work with Federal and Provincial government and health authorities to confirm the
requirements for cruise to resume in Canada in advance of the 2021 season, currently
scheduled to begin in Victoria in April. To start the discussion, we request further information
on the following questions:
1. Does the Province of British Columbia’s Restart Plan consider American visitors as
international visitors? It is noted in the plan that international visitation is set to resume
in Phase 4. Traditionally, American visitors have been looked at as a separate group of
visitors by provincial tourism organizations.
2. Can you confirm the requirements and criteria for cruise visitation to resume? Cruise
lines are enhancing their strict health and safety measures to improve curb-to-curb
management of guests and wish to align their plans with requirements and criteria in
British Columbia, and across Canada.
1
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3. Are there any additional requirements for cruise line operators? Cruise line operators
are seeking to confirm any additional requirements for cruise vessels to be in Canadian
waters through Transport Canada.
4. What requirements must be met for Canadian cruise ports and ports of call? Port
owners and operators are seeking to confirm any province-specific health and safety
requirements for passenger movements when in port.
BACKGROUND

VALUE OF CRUISE TO VICTORIA
Over the past five years, cruise visitation has increased in Victoria, growing from 536,105
passengers in 2015 to a projection of 770,000 passengers in 2020. Prior to COVID-19, we
estimated the arrival of 870,000 passengers in 2021.
ECONOMIC VALUE
-

Cruise contributes more than $130 million to the Greater Victoria economy each year
More than 800 direct and indirect jobs are created by having cruise in Victoria
For the Greater Victoria Harbour Authority, cruise revenues are more than 70% of our
annual revenues, or approximately $12.5 million in the current fiscal year (20-21)

SOCIAL & CULTURAL VALUES
-

-

-

-

We contribute 1% of our revenues to our First Nations Economic Development
Committee, which supports the Esquimalt Nation and Songhees Nation in their cultural
and economic aspirations for the working harbour.
Community amenities such as the Ogden Point Breakwater, Inner Harbour Lower
Causeway, and Ship Point are supported in part through cruise revenues. Due to the
suspension of the 2020 season, these community amenities will see reduced investment
through capital projects or upgrades.
In addition to the community amenities we own and steward for residents and visitors
to use and enjoy, we also contribute close to $1 million annually in taxes to the City of
Victoria
Each year, we support more than 50 public events on our properties through in-kind
sponsorship.

ENVIRONMENTAL VALUE
2
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-

-

-

Our continued commitment to the environment is supported through our
internationally recognized Green Marine, Clean Marine, and Climate Smart
environmental certification programs that drive our environmental standards beyond
regulatory compliance into best management practices.
We are currently working with an external consultancy to develop a feasibility and
business case for shore power at the Victoria Cruise Terminal. We are expecting to have
a completed report by fall 2020.
We pay to maintain a Ministry of Environment/Island Health air quality monitoring
station in James Bay, which is equipped to measure SOx

CONTACT

Ian Robertson
Chief Executive Officer
Greater Victoria Harbour Authority
250-213-5223
irobertson@gvha.ca
www.gvha.ca
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Agenda Item 4.C Additional Item: Description of new graph from Councillor Duncan
"It's interesting to note that if you look at total traffic, it is increasing with the arrival of
summer, but it is increasing more slowly than usual at the Beacon locations. If you look at the
percent change, you can see that we've held steady at the same drop since Phase 2 started. So,
predictably, the tourist bump is clearly missing, locals don't make up for it - but, locals are still
continuing to increase their movements. (David has been using trend lines when he looks at the
data - I left my Waterlily trend lines on for example, where you can see the rate of increase in
the R^2 value is 40% lower than usual... I suspect if you took just a late spring to summer subset
of the data, the difference in rate of increase would be more dramatic).
VERY interestingly, however, we can see that La Pignatta is showing that for some types of
businesses, there is a different COVID story that may emerge. That location (like 7-11) never
gets that tourist bump - likely doesn't get pleasure-visits of people just out for a stroll - and so
has lower traffic all year long. And, like the others, that total traffic did reduce by about 45%
*during the shutdown - i.e. until Phase 2* - but unlike the downtown locations, where traffic
has dropped and stayed consistent overall ~45% of normal since Phase 2 (R^2 is 0)- their traffic
continues to increase as the year goes on, up more than 11% since January! (R^2= 0.106 for all
data, so I assume it would be higher if we started at the recovery from the shut down in
March). Said another way, while downtown foot traffic usually (2019) increases from January to
the summer by over 50%, La Pignatta can only look forward to a 3% summer increase.
Downtown summer traffic this year only increased by 30% (a net decrease in the rate of
increase, if you follow 50 -> 30%). But this year, La Pignatta had an 11% INCREASE in foot traffic
since January - a net INcrease in the rate of increase (3% -> 11%)!"

COVID-19 Town of Sidney Resident Survey
Summary of Responses
1. In which municipality do you live?
ANSWERED: 616 SKIPPED: 1

17%
73%

Other

3%

7%

2. What is the name of the street you live on? Please refer to attachments
for individual responses.
3. What is your age?
ANSWERED: 589 SKIPPED: 28

20 to 34
8%

80 and over
7%

65 to 79
36%

35 to 49
20%

50 to 64
29%
19 and
under 0%
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4. How many people live in your household?
ANSWERED: 589 SKIPPED: 28

5 or more 6%

Four
16%
Three
11%

One
20%

Two
47%

5. Which of the following best describes your employment status prior to
March 17, 2020?
ANSWERED: 593 SKIPPED: 24

Unable to work 1%
Unemployed, not looking for
work 1%
Laid off for winter
season 0%
Self-employed
8%
Employed part-time
8%

Other 3%

Retired 45%

Employed
full-time 34%
Student 0%
Unemployed, looking for work 0%
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6. Which of the following sectors do you work in?
ANSWERED: 280 SKIPPED: 337

Retired 0%

Agriculture,
forestry & fishing
2%

Construction 6%
Finance, ins. & real estate
6%
Home based business
3%
Mining 1%
Manufacturing 4%

Other 39%

Public adm. 13%
Wholesale trades
0%
Retail trade 7%

Transp., communication, electric,
gas & sanitary serv. 7%

Services 12%

7. How has your employment status been affected by the COVID-19
pandemic?
ANSWERED: 289 SKIPPED: 328

Working from home

31%

Not affected

31%
12%

Decreased hours

8%

Other

7%

Laid off, but expect to return

5%

Increased hours/new job due to COVID-19

4%

Laid off, unsure about return
Terminated

1%

8. If your working situation has changed due to COVID-19, why? Please
check all that apply.
ANSWERED: 164 SKIPPED: 453

70

Slowdown in business

42

Workplace is unable to provide service under
current restrictions

41

Other

29

Caring for children/dependents

27

Voluntarily self-isolating
Required to quarantine

10
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9. What best describes your household's living situation?
ANSWERED: 590 SKIPPED: 27

Care facility/assisted living, 0.3%
Other, 2%

No fixed address, 0.2%

Renter
16%

Homeowner,
82%

10. Do you foresee yourself being able to pay your property taxes by the
deadline of July 2?
ANSWERED: 476 SKIPPED: 141

Unsure 5%
No
7%

Yes
88%

11. Will the extension [to the deadline for payment of property taxes] be
beneficial to you?
ANSWERED: 463 SKIPPED:154

Unsure Yes
8%
15%

No
77%
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12. Do you foresee yourself being able to pay your rent due on July 1?
ANSWERED: 90 SKIPPED 527

Unsure 9%

No
2%

Yes
89%

13. Do you foresee yourself being able to pay your municipal utility bill on
time next quarter?
ANSWERED: 567 SKIPPED: 50

Unsure 5%

No
2%

Yes
93%

14. Not including age, do you have any pre-existing health conditions that
cause you to be more vulnerable to the effects of COVID-19?
ANSWERED: 573 SKIPPED: 44

Yes
35%
No
65%
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15. Do you have any accessibility challenges that have affected your
experiences during the pandemic?
ANSWERED: 575 SKIPPED: 42

Yes
9%

No
91%

16. What are your primary concerns at this point during the pandemic for you
and your family? Please select up to five (5).
ANSWERED: 573 SKIPPED: 42

Physical Health
Mental Health
Safety
Investments
Food/Nutrition
Employment
Education
None
Other
Housing/Utilities
Childcare

318
279
210
205
142
119
87
53
50
49
43
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17. What are your primary concerns at this point during the pandemic for
your community? Please select up to five (5).
ANSWERED: 565 SKIPPED: 52

Economy
Mental Health
Employment
Safety
Physical Health
Housing/Utilities
Food/Nutrition
Education
Childcare
Other
None

385
314
292
259
249
162
151
128
115
23
22

18. Have you applied for any personal funding assistance related to the
COVID-19 pandemic?
ANSWERED: 564 SKIPPED: 53

Yes
12%

No
88%

19. Have you experienced increased difficulty in obtaining any goods or
supplies since the COVID-19 outbreak? Please check all that apply.
ANSWERED: 564 SKIPPED: 53

329
Cleaning products, such as sanitizer, soaps, disinfecting wipes
No, I have been able to get everything I need without difficulty

190

General household products, such as toilet paper

181

Food

144

Medical goods/medications

67

Home improvement products, such as tools or gardening
supplies

41

Other

40

Office or school supplies, such as stationery, computers,
accessories

18
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20. Are there any items or services you would like to purchase or obtain
locally but can't currently find? Please refer to attachments for individual
responses.
21. Do you grow food at home, or intend to start doing so this year?
ANSWERED: 559 SKIPPED: 58

Yes; garden/greenhouse with many plants
14%
No; I would like to,
but do not have the
means or
knowledge
15%

Yes; just a few
plants
40%

No; not interested
31%

22. Is this your first year growing food at home, and if so, was your decision
to do so influenced by COVID-19?
ANSWERED: 300 SKIPPED: 317

Yes, but planned to
regardless of COVID-19 13%
Yes, decision was
influenced by
COVID-19 16%

No, I was growing
food at home already
72%

23. What resources would help you grow food at home? Please check all that
apply and list any others
ANSWERED: 330 SKIPPED: 287

179

Seeds and starter plants

121

Community gardens

104

Instruction

79

Other
Tools and supplies

71
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24. How would you describe your usage of Town parks, trails, and beaches
since the COVID-19 pandemic, compared with before the pandemic?
ANSWERED: 561 SKIPPED: 56

Using more than before
18%
Using same
as before
Using less
48%
than before
34%

25. Have you used any of the Town of Sidney’s online services (sidney.ca)
since COVID-19 has affected access to Town Hall? Please check all that
apply.
ANSWERED: 550 SKIPPED: 67

236

None
Online payments (utilities, licenses, tickets)
Information on COVID-19
Information on Town services, programs, projects, and bylaws
Viewed virtual council meetings, agendas, or minutes
Information on active development applications
Other (please specify)
Web maps
Applications for permits, licenses, etc.
Reporting bylaw infractions, public works issues, etc.

168
150
106
81
59
32
32
29
13

26. Are there any services you would like to see added or improved on the
Town’s web site? Please refer to attachments for individual responses.
27. Do you do any volunteer work?
ANSWERED: 547 SKIPPED: 70

No, not
interested
35%

Yes, and did prior
to the pandemic
as well
42%

No, but would
be interested
22%

Yes, since the start of
the pandemic
1%
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28. Are you a member of any neighbourhood or community groups? Please
check all that apply
ANSWERED: 485 SKIPPED: 132

308

No
107

Other
66

Sidney Community Assoc.
31

Block Watch
Rotary Club

7

PEMO
Citizens on Patrol

7
3
3

Kiwanis Club

2

Lions Club

29. What are some creative ways you have found to keep in touch with others
during this time? Please refer to attachments for individual responses.
30. What are some of the unique challenges you have faced as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic? Please refer to attachments for individual
responses.
31. What are some of the unexpected benefits or opportunities that have
arisen for you during this time? Please refer to attachments for individual
responses.
32. Are there any specific initiatives you would like the Town to consider
during the COVID-19 pandemic and recovery? Please refer to attachments
for individual responses.
33. Do you have any other thoughts you’d like to share with us in relation to
the COVID-19 pandemic? Please refer to attachments for individual
responses.
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EOC Resident Survey: Individual responses

2: What is the name of the street you live on?
The highest number of respondents lived on the following streets: Ardwell Ave, Bevan Ave, Fifth St,
Henry Ave, James White Blvd, Malaview Ave, Mills Rd, Oakville Ave, Piercy Ave, Resthaven Dr, Seaport
Pl, Second St, Third St.
Following is a complete list of all street names given by respondents, showing representation from
almost every neighbourhood in Sidney:
-

Airedale Pl
Allbay Rd
Amelia Ave
Amherst Ave
Arbay Cl
Ardwell Ave
Beacon Ave
Bevan Ave
Beaufort Rd
Bradford Ave
Brethourpark Way
Brethour Ave
Brookwood Dr
Bowcott Pl
Bowerbank Rd
Calvin Ave
Courser Dr
Canora Rd
Cleveland Rd
Eastbrook Dr
Eastview Pl
Eden Pl
Fifth St
Finch Pl
First St
Frost Ave
Fourth St
Gabriola Pl
Galaran Rd
Godfrey Pl
Greenglade Rd
Harbour Rd
Henry Ave

-

Henry Ave West
Iroquois Way
Jahn Pl
James White Blvd
Jocelyn Pl
Lannon Way
Lapwing Pl
Lauries Lane
Linda Pl
Lochside Dr
Lovell Ave
Lyme Grove
Magnolia Pl
Markinch Pl
Marvette Pl
Maryland Dr
Malaview Ave
McDonald Park Rd
Melville Dr
Menagh Pl
Mills Rd
Mt Baker Ave
Northbrook Dr
Northlawn Tce
Oakville Ave
Odlum Pl
Ocean Ave
Ocean Ave West
Orchard Ave
Patricia Place
Piercy Ave
Pleasant St
Pollard Pl

-

Rathdown Pl
Redwing Pl
Rennie Pl
Resthaven Drive
Seaport Pl
Seawind Way
Second St
Seventh St
Sharples Rd
Shoreacres Rd
Siddall Rd
Simkin Pl
Sparling Pl
Sunfield Cr
Surfside Pl
Teale Pl
Third St
Trailcreek Dr
Turnmill CL
Waxwing
Webster Pl
Weiler Ave
Weiler Ave West
Wesbrook Dr
Whidby Lane
White Birch Rd
Wildflower Pl

EOC Resident Survey: Individual Responses
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20: Are there any items or services you would like to purchase or obtain locally but can't
currently find?
Household and cleaning goods/items:
-

Disinfecting Wipes/Lysol wipes/cleaning products x 34
Personal protective equipment (PPE) and masks x 13
Backsplash
Thermometer
Pregnancy tests
Alcohol swabs for injectable medications
Western families 3 ply toilet paper
Canadian made safety supplies: masks sanitizer cleaners

Outdoor, sports and recreation:
-

We ended up having to order grass sod from Richmond
Swimming pool at Panorama
Cycling accessories,
Group activities
In class music lessons, rec center access for swimming
Rollerblades
Gardening supplies

Office, tech items:
-

Ink cartridge refill
Electronics retailer
A new TV
High speed internet in downtown Sidney
Tech gear
Apple products and accessories. TV accessories for streaming etc
Currently needing to replace my mouse & keyboard. With Monks limited hours (10-4 M-F) I will
not be able to support a local vendor and will need to go into Victoria.
A new iPad not urgent at all but I will have to drive into Victoria which I am avoiding.

Food related:
-

more food delivery options
Affordable groceries
Costco
Now that restaurants and pubs are open no
Some vegetables, otherwise not too bad for me.
Multi grain flour
Organic produce
Some organic produce items
Foods staples for kids that isn't apples and oranges

EOC Resident Survey: Individual Responses
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-

A proper deli. Wheat free bread
Farmers market goods Restaurant meals
Bread-making supplies
Fresh produce but I can find plenty nearby in North Saanich and Saanichton
curbside contactless grocery pickup
Local fresh produce and foods need farmers markets
Yeast (baking yeast) - has been sold out at a large number of grocery stores each week.
Eggs

Clothing, Sporting goods and general items:
-

Clothing, shoes
Children's clothing
Underwear
Shoes
uv protection sleeves
Women’s clothing large size
Hardware items, repairs to home, non-prescription medical supplies, gardening items, clothes,
bottle return, household items that break down.
Sewing fabrics and supplies x 4
Bladder protection pads
New children's clothing (wider variety than one store)
Electronics, craft supplies, more fast food options
More affordable clothing store. Ones here are gorgeous but not priced for anyone below 1%
Household goods.
Fair trade clothing
Clothing items pajamas swimming suits running shoes and running exercise clothes and
undergarments
Hobby supplies
Used books
Reasonably priced clothing/footwear necessities
some clothing and shoes
Clothing that is not high end.
Things for the home, but not decorative.
Plexiglass

Services and Medical:
-

More services on the west side of Sidney
Medical service
Town hall should be open to go to. If grocery stores are open the hall should be open for
services
Foot care (but now available as of this week
Library - current situation is cumbersome - I like to browse to find books to read, cataloguing
doesn't really work for me
I have missed seeing my local doctor, instead, communicating by telephone.

EOC Resident Survey: Individual Responses
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-

-

-

My Dentist opening up again would be nice although no current issues
Library Books - Can't understand why they couldn't have opened earlier under the conditions
they have now. Would be interested to know if the staff were paid during the months they were
closed.
In person drop in medical clinic
personal care services
Dog groomer
Physicians, Walk in Clinics
Barber. Foot care.
Preschool and daycare options unavailable or limited
I have been trying to get some replacement parts for a walker but can't get them and can't get
online at this from Canada and will have to get them from the US and there is a delay on that.
Some regular medical services - CT scans and other checks, and monitoring deemed
necessary/essential by clinicians
Auto insurance
Beauty salon: hair style and pedicure previously - now available.
movies, live entertainment, group exercises, general socializing and restaurant meals, travel
Insurance and banking has been difficult due to reduced hours or closed institutions
The full service medical clinic promised for the area
Dental and physiotherapy: services are available and providers are willing, but are being
restricted by provincial associations for “patients-at-higher risk”, i.e. over 70. (Unless it is
deemed an emergency.) As an example, today, I am unable to reschedule a periodontal cleaning
because their professional association recommends that they not treat “patients-at-risk” which
means anyone 70 years or older.
Sidney hasn't enough primary care physicians.
Trades
Bottle return Recycling
A doctor that will remove do emergency procedures that could affect the gait of my child

Other/General comments:
-

-

Prefer shopping local
There is a lack of local options
No. I adjust my needs as to what is currently available in the community
My current take on things is that Sidney has been a perfect place to weather COVID 19
Over the past three months there were many items and services I needed/wanted that I could
not find in Sidney - for example: sewing supplies as noted, baking supplies, some over the
counter medications (such a Tylenol), a new cell phone, particular bedding out plants, certain
cat food, etc. regarding services, someone to cut my lawn (regular person quit due to covid-19
rules - I eventually found someone on UsedVictoria).
Thrift store still closed. We have moved (within Sidney) and weren't able to donate our
downsized goods.
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26. Are there any services you would like to see added or improved on the Town’s web site?
General themes:
-

Business information including which are open
Information on garbage pickup schedules, watering schedules
Ability to pay for more permits and licenses online
Website can be difficult to navigate
Information on COVID-19 cases locally

Individual Responses:
-

-

Safe areas for town seniors, overcrowding of sidewalks, poorly managed public spaces
More historical information on the property look up map.
No it's pretty good!
Details on development.
Ability to renew and pay for business license online
able to pay for more things online such as boat ramp passes etc.
Towns website is more than satisfactory
e-mail regarding town services and communications with services
Yes I'd like to see an update on the website reporting the Town is open for business same as
How to be heard. Town hall? Chat line?
Activities that are safe
How many cases of Covid 19 in the community
If we go back to Phase 1 for a 2nd wave, a list of what companies are open
I would like to see productivity charts with the yearly expense reports
For people with vision issues and or disabilities: low sandwich boards on sidewalks create a
tripping hazard. Keep in mind the folks with disabilities. Thank you!
Engineering services, water, sewer, storm connections in GIS format
YES! A place where one can make suggestions for improvement in garbage collection in parks. I
spoke at council regarding the provision of 3 type garbage bins over a year or more ago. I was
thanked, but nothing was done.
updated public washrooms
Navigation. The "I want to" "Find out about.." function often does not include what I'm looking
for, like parks.
Don’t rely on everyone using a computer
I didn’t even know it existed so maybe better exposure
Refuse collection schedule. Town talk online or by email to save paper
Clear information on which parks and amenities are open.
Yes, all
By law infringement reporting - dogs off leash in parks in particular. Speculation tax dodgers
from out of Province reporting.
Not sure if there is one but I haven't seen it. A virtual Community bulletin board where we can
post offers, mentorships, needs and wants.
A reminder by mail or email as to what valuable services are on the town website
better indexing/search function
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-

-

-

-

-

Notices of open, closed and restricted areas
More noise control from unprecedented building
Not really. Other than maybe providing information so more would use it.
It would be nice to pay the taxes on visa, as we do for utilities.
The “Covid hours”, I can’t remember if they were up there with the businesses. I know I walked
in to the TD on a Saturday (I don’t drive) and it was closed
list of activities
Vital medical information by doctors that all people, young and old should know about the virus
and the reasons the medical authorities are taking the actions they are. Also, where the
lockdown has been successful, what is being done to prove to people that the resumption of
medical procedures and cancer surgeries are OK to go ahead on a local basis where the
lockdown has been successful - safe to go ahead. If this is not done, it leads to doubt and even
derision by people on the wisdom and respect for the medical directives to apply in all localities
Web site is hard to navigate. Create a separate page for OCP updates
The site is pretty good. It is sometimes difficult to navigate however I have bookmarked the
important things - property taxes, utility bill payments, homeowner grant to make sure I meet
my financial obligations.
reporting source for pedestrian AND automobile unsafe behaviour
Public Notices just repeats Council Agendas etc. Keep notices to public notices only
Talk about and mandate mask use in stores, such an easy thing, seems so obvious
We appreciate all the hard work that has been done under such onerous times in assisting all
residents in the surrounding area.
I am not sure where my application is (in terms of review). It would be nice to have some
feedback or just acknowledgement that it was received. I'll be following up this week, but would
have been nice to have some feedback earlier (application - late May 2020
Link to Destination BC’s industry Covid page
No but would like to see more dog enforcement such as cleaning up after your dog and on lease
in parks.
Can never fond Sidney’s watering schedule for odd/ even house numbers.
Vagrancy bylaws ie person going into garbage bins then taking things back to a residence with
vulnerable seniors living there
Volunteers to help transform area in back yard to grow boxes
A survey from local residents as to what retail shops they would like to have come to Sidney to
fill all the new retail spaces as well as the closed down ones. Not more lawyers, dentists, etc. But
stores you can shop in!
Maps of all the parks with beach access for the area also
Can't think of any. I have found the Town's web site to be excellent. I'm very impressed!
Need more timely and informative notice of project approval and implementation affecting local
neighborhoods
I would like to have information about incidents/frequency of Covid in Sidney.
In the subject line of the emails you send- can you list the topic more clearly- so I can determine
whether or not I want to read the email? Thanks,
It’s hard to navigate and find things.
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Information about vendors - who delivers, who has curbside, who is open and under what
circumstances. I will always buy local if at all possible. There is a listing of businesses, a step in
the right direction, but you have to drill down to their website which you could do anyway and
there is no consistency as to info given by the vendors. A consistent and easy summary on the
Town's web site would be excellent. (eg delivers, offers curbside, open to public 6 at a time,
mask required etc)
Resources and supports
Wasn't able to get a permit for Tulista for a birthday party
Can’ think of any. Town has done a very good job keeping residents informed. Much
appreciated.
I would like to see a history board at the Cemetery by the airport, such a well visited place,
maybe a couple of benches would be nice
Don’t know haven’t needed to check it out but it would be great if you could give free adverts
local businesses that are suffering I know a few that can’t afford to advertise and are hurting
badly
The website can be hard to locate things. I tend to have to google mysidney as I can never find
how to access it on the website itself

29. What are some creative ways you have found to keep in touch with others during this
time?
General themes in responses:
-

Video calls using Zoom, Facetime, Skype, WhatsApp, MS Teams, House Party
Telephone calls, texting
Meeting in outdoor locations
Physically distanced walks, neighbour visits
Delivery of groceries
Joined clubs
Followed businesses’ social media pages
Going camping with family and friends

Individual responses: not yet consolidated

30. What are some of the unique challenges you have faced as a result of the COVID-19
pandemic?
General themes in responses:
-

Loneliness and isolation
Missing family and friends
Missing, cancelling, and/or rescheduling important life events including births,
graduations, birthdays, weddings, funerals
Concern about children’s education
Change in routines including exercise, social events and gatherings
Loss or reduction of employment
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Mental health challenges
Inability to support family and friends due to restrictions on visits and travel
Health and safety in public spaces and places and businesses
Working from home while also caring for and educating children
Difficulty buying sanitizer and masks

Individual responses:
-

-

-

Not being able to see my family was challenging, especially since my grandparents are
currently going through some health issues. Not being able to work was also hard for
me as it is a key part of my socializing
Unable to visit Shoal Centre
I can't really think of any. Fortunate to have steady income in retirement and not
needing to work.
Salary cut
Being active.
Missing my social life events etc.
Not being able to work out in the Panorama pool. Not being comfortable in grocery
stores, getting better now.
Having unemployed (due to Covid) son move in
Access to health care
My husband’s job loss
Balance keeping safe with daily activities
Increased mobility limitation
Loneliness and isolation.
Limited times services or shops are open, getting trades to do home
improvement/warranty work. Coping with extra traffic noise in the evenings and late
night. Teens outside on paths and in parks by my home partying and being noisy late at
night. Observing and trying to avoid kids cycling and skateboarding on the fishing pier
and Waterfront walkways when I go for evening walks.
Finding safe and quiet spaces in town
Isolation
Other people’s mentality around COVID Seems relaxed or super extreme No I’m
between
Finding a public washroom. The Town facility behind Tanners is well used these days, I
am sure. More are needed
Too much time at home
Slow internet speeds. Adjusting to working from home.
Just trying to stay away from people
going outside for a walk or run
My child's lack of education
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Home office arrangements
Adjusting to a new normal
People not observing physical distancing rule, not wearing masks in confined places.
Now that some restrictions have been eased, more people are flaunting these rules. I
found it disturbing that servers in bars and restaurants do not wear masks when serving
food and talking to customers at the tables.
Working with a team in isolation.
Obtaining subdivision and building permit
Haven't really experienced challenges
Great concern for unborn grandchild, daughter and son-in-law due in August
Kids at home, unable to go to parks, unable to use public transportation, working from
home, one person being responsible for all outings
Mental health for myself and my students. I am a teacher and although I've been able to
work, not having the human contact with my colleagues and students has been a
struggle. I have worried about my students whose "home" is actually school, where we
provide support for them when they don't get it in their real homes.
High school
Loss of our dog and trying to deal with that situation at the time.
Being laid off and having to self isolate. Felt very alone and felt like I had no purpose
A family member in palliative and visitation was restricted
Terrifying shopping which is getting worse as we open up. Grocery store today,
pharmacy yesterday, home sidewalk today: people brushing by my scooter, wrong way
in one way aisles,, rude rushing ahead to the next place I was waiting for while
respecting others already at particular shelves' goods. So scary
Harder to stay fit
Not being able to see my mother in her long-term care home in Victoria
Just massive work load. I run a grocery chain
Staying away from friends and family
Dealing with town by email. Instead of in person
Wanting to shop locally but stores were closed. On-line grocery ordering has its pluses
and minuses. For example it could take a week or longer to get an opening at the height
of the shutdown.
Not seeing my family and elderly relatives as much as I would like. Dental care access
limited (has since been re-opened). Unable to access footcare as they are not taking
new patients due to Covid-19
2 meter rule - forgetting to maintain
More physical work required at my job as a result of covid measures in place and lack of
staff
Family member health care but virtual doctor appointment now available
Nothing other people don't face
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Having to be much more careful with regard to social interaction
Miss having friends over for dinner & board games.
Providing emotional support to an adult child with high functioning autism. He lives
independently, but does not cope well with change, so has needed a lot of extra support
to navigate the many changes due to the pandemic.
Nothing unique
Not being able to get enough exercise
Facing cancer and an operation together with recovery on my own.
Dealing with accepting people’s attitudes and care free oblivious type of behaviour with
current state?
Unable to use ravel
Working with Clients
Groceries store seem to have different standards as to masks etc., as well as the other
stores as they start to open up.
As a retired person nothing really changed for me. Did miss access to Library and also to
Panorama - the pool.
Working in high risk environment
delayed elective surgeries
Mental health struggles. As well i occasionally need use of an motorized scooter to do
my grocery shopping and those are basically nonexistent now, which makes shopping
difficult if not impossible for me.
-limited family contact except electronically -limited ability to travel to see family -ability
to shop for food, garden and necessary household items due to physical distancing
concerns
I miss the hugs, and mourn the reduced social circle
Dealing with the overreactions of entitled and over paid municipal staff.
No pool to keep me mobile
Lonely hunkered down days on end with not speaking. Long periods alone worried that
others in the building might not see the need to follow need to abide by rules
Know we will not be able to actually see family for a very long time.
Keeping distance
Mobility. Unable to get to medical appointments.
Feeling isolated and not socializing with family especially grandchildren
Compared to most....none. My lack of exercise from recreational activities that have
been closed concerns me at my age. Keeping motivated without plans is getting old.
Can’t see my 1st Grandchild who lives in Edmonton
Not able to: Bowl, Swim at Panorama, play bridge or cards, hugs, handshakes, doctors in
person, eat out and most of all Travel
No socializing, no eating out, grandchildren out of school and unable to see friends, or
go to parks etc
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Lack of regular exercise; no library; distancing from family on and off island.
Social distancing in public spaces is difficult as some are very casual and are not
following the rules.
Selling a vehicle was more complicated, not be able to visit our children in other
provinces
Not sure about employment
Mental health Working from home while homeschooling
I don’t know that anything I experienced is unique. This is somehow traumatic for us all.
Having three adults, one teenager, a six year old, a cat and a dog all living in a
townhouse with very few outings makes for interesting dynamics. Keeping a first year
student and a teenager focused on the last few months of learning, while helping them
through a very difficult time of not being with friends. The pandemic has created fear
and unhappiness in each person in unique ways.
Not able to travel, elderly father In Scotland and I can’t visit
unspecific sense of anxiety, inability to focus, general feeling of unease even though I
feel really lucky to live in BC and in this area.
Some family on US side. :(
Being away from family on mainland
Inability to see family
Having children still stay connected with friends but remain physically distant
Not traveling to see family.. 2. Concern for offspring who live in Madrid Spain and
Washington USA 3. Concern for elderly parents in Ontario and BC 4. Concern for siblings
and family in Montreal. 5. As well we face a very unique challenge in that our offshore
sailboat is stuck in a pricey marina in Brisbane Australia! First world problem to be sure,
but we never expected not to be able to return to her (by airplane) and sail back to
Canada... with all the Pacific islands closed etc. Hard to know what to do about our
beloved boat
My grandmother with dementia has moved into my house so I now act as a part time
caregiver on top of my usual work.
social distancing, especially in Sidney. it seems to be currently non existent
Separation from friends and family, no travel, cancelled youth summer opportunities
Limiting social interaction
Not unique but trying to keep young children away from friends (and others in general)
has been a real challenge.
keeping distance
Not able to see my son in a Group Home for almost 3 months Helping friends with
disabilities has been hard, especially when there can be no physical contact ie guiding a
blind person •l miss going to the gym (not so unique but missed because I was working
on rehab exercises) •I am recovering from a MVA so was not able to continue with
rehab therapies for several months
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Unable to carry out a funeral for the death of my Mother; anxiety around exposure to
COVID at work
Often no one to talk to, to share thoughts and ideas with. This is not unique, just the
biggest challenge I've faced. Also keeping fit has been harder as staying close to home
seems to take less energy!
Being retired, greatly missed the Sidney restaurants being open
Husband (80 yrs) has been unable to do Heart Health program at Panorama Rec. His
health has deteriorated and lack of Drs. visits was very concerning.
Shopping safely as in hi risk group Living alone has been difficult at times More worried
about others, older and alone
None really.
Cancelled several trips and gatherings.
No Theatres, Casinos, Restaurants (except take out or drive through) and we missed
these..
Over-work, isolation, required business travel when it has felt unsafe.
Trying to find staple products initially, now sanitizing products. Trying to maintain daily
exercise while socially distanced.
Adjusting to people who don't understand physical distance or wear masks, as well as
people who don't follow directions
Since volunteer work has been curtailed, it's a challenge to keep busy.
Heightened worry and confusion over all the procedures now necessary to protect self
and others, i.e. social distancing, masks, sanitizer, trying not to touch public surfaces etc.
Harder to juggle as I am brain injured. Not being able to go for coffee, shopping etc. Not
using bus to visit best friend, due to her and my vulnerabilities (she's holed up too in
Esquimalt).
Missing my yearly family visit to Toronto and Kamloops.
Isolation
Some items when buying groceries, but found them the next time I went. Buying
groceries for my mother, extra time in the store.
Losing a very dear friend, having no funeral or memorial. Living alone and not having
visitors in my home.
Getting around without transport
Police bothering me
Fed up with over the top and forced protocols.
No car and don’t want to take the bus
Homeschooling and working out of house at same time
Working way more than I would like to
Don't think they are unique but sure miss our family as all our children and
grandchildren live out of town.
Difficult to accept for services I normally do on my own.
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Lack of access to clinic for treatment of chronic problem
Canceling medical appointments and trying to re-book them.
People are scared beyond what's rational, giving rise unneeded tensions and hostility
I find grocery shopping a little stressful now, but have found I am able to adapt to most
situations.
The impact of long-term isolation Is hard on mental health at times. Boredom after the
first 3-4 weeks and this despite the fact I am working full time from home. No
complaints as my situation is so much better than most, but I am very aware of those for
whom that may not be the case. Would like to see us all do more to support them
Can't cross the border to get medications
Taking stock of myself and how fortunate we are to have such essential advice from our
health experts
Balancing keeping our child distant from others with needing to make sure he is
socialised with kids or other adults. We maintained a 7pm "block party" for 3 months,
where the kids could see eachother and make noise, but not physically interact for 2
months. We now have outdoor playtime.
Education of three school aged kids while both parents work full time
Mental health
The amount of people who thought parks and schools are closed so they can speed
through
Not being able to access banking and waiting in long lines to enter stores
When you live with elderly family members you try to be more creative in a healthy,
safe away. I shop for groceries/medical supplies to keep them distanced. We all wear
gloves/masks and other protective gear when out in public. I also help my elderly
neighbour with shopping and companionship during the pandemic.
Losing my job has caused a whole cascade of mental heath issues with the feeling that
there’s no real outlet to deal with the problems associated, being unable to move
forward with relocating my elderly father from Nanaimo to here was in process and has
come to a halt and left all parties in limbo. The claustrophobic feeling at the Thriftys
checkouts and walkways with the extra barriers has stopped me shopping there. Not
sure these count as unique?
Social Isolation
Sitting at a computer all day to work. Missing the camaraderie of my colleagues.
Figuring out how to share my workspace with my retired husband and adult, full-time
student son.
Extreme loss of income due to dividends being slashed by companies
Shopping
I am very fortunate not to have faced any particular challenges.
Travel
Keeping in touch with family and friends.
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Not being able to continue with my volunteer work due to shut downs. At the moment
not being able to see my doctor in person.
As a local business owner it has been difficult to change how we do business entirely
when reopening for shoppers. With customers expectations being that you don’t change
service levels but expectations that we enforce these “rules”
Not be able to get hired at my job properly. Not being able to keep proper amounts of
meats in stalk. Not being able to do any cultural practices. Kids doing nothing but eating
me out of house and home
Holidays Mainland family visits
Feeling lonely as the interaction with friends has been reduced.
Miss having meals out with friends
Moving house..... unable to have friends come nd help pack, charity stores closed to
donations of un needed items. Telus and Shaw doing contactless hook ups etc etc.
Working overtime as in essential service and then confined when not at work to a dark
rental it’s a killer on mental health. Keeping my autistic child nurtured without a routine
from lack of daycare. Unable to get medical attention as needed promptly due to
understandably increased caution around procedures/delayed surgery so just have to
put up with pain instead
Loneliness - stopping group activities.
Med shortages or unavailability
Keeping children entertained
Increased food costs, likely 20% across the board
Lining up, wearing masks, people self policing
Nothing particular
Wearing a mask 8 hours a day to work.
No childcare, no school, and tenants, friends and family out of work.
Had elective surgery postponed. Barber shop(s) closed.
Finding childcare - working more than full time from home with a 1.5 year old.
not being able to visit my daughters & grandchildren who live on the mainland
Learning to deal with the mental affects of isolation. Feeling judged negatively for
grocery shopping with my children.
We cannot travel to see our extended families nor they can visit us. We didn’t think our
community is isolated but now we realized that it is for us.
Loneliness Weight gain Depression
unable to visit my father when he unexpectely ended up in hospital (not covid) and then
passed away alone
Online education
Social isolation
very lonley
not finding toilet paper, and grocery shopping is very stressful.
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fitness
My sister has been unable to come see our elderly parents as she lives in the US and
quarantine measures at 14 days are too long for her to be able to come. This has been
hard on our parents.
Getting out for the things I need.
We were helping an elderly man who died early May (not COVID). His relative could not
get a flight from Ontario because of COVID-19. When he went into hospital we could
only visit from outside his window. We had to find his legal documents in his house
because his relative wasn't there. We had to find photos and ID so he could be identified
by the funeral home because there wasn't a family member here to identify him. I've
added this comment because it's one of those things that you never think could happen
but is useful to plan for a disaster.
Getting enough exercise safely
Isolation
Inability to make future plans.
Entertaining a preschooler at home!
Entertaining my toddler and worrying about his social development when he can't
interact with other children during this crucial age.
Inability to predict the availability of food and especially toilet paper. Understanding
everywhere experienced a shortage but actually had to drive into Victoria to find toilet
paper in the midst of the pandemic. Even now random items go in waves of being sold
out in grocery stores. Worried not enough grocery stores in the area to support the
growing peninsula.
Doctor appts via telephone
Keeping vulnerable family members safe. Access to education with a vulnerable child.
Just all the sanitizing of things
Keeping active & busy!
Stress while grocery shopping, especially lately. The stores seem incredibly busy. Cost of
food seems to have risen as well.
Not being able to acquire things I need. I am in a granny suite and don't like to burden
anyone. I am tech savvy however trying to order supplies delivered was a great
challenge. Grocery store deliveries were booked up well in advance so I just did without
most things
Accepting my pre-existing health condition made me more vulnerable. Not being able to
just pop into a store... its challenging to plan ahead. Being tolerant with crowds of
people standing in the middle of the path or trashing our town has been tough
Separation from loved ones in another province
Buying affordable food for my family. Initially there was a limit on eggs and meat that
impacted my ability to purchase in the normal large amounts that I do to save money.
Staying home
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Seeing family
Difficulty having business meetings and general work changes.
Mental health, boredom
Anxiety over grocery shopping at first. Loss of housekeeping help. Adjustment to the
tightening then loosening of restrictions. Inability to see family who are a plane ride
away.
Purchasing basic needs (food, cleaning products, TP) Working from home - intranet
bandwidth.
Drop in income
Lack of supply in the beginning. Stores not having usual stock. Seniors taking priority
during my usual shop times
Had to return 1 month early from our Snowbird RV trip to the southern USA.,, trying to
keep safe from the Virus. Which is truly not as huge a challenge as losing one's job.
Thankful for those who helped get groceries during our Quarantine time. Boredom.
Can't do in person healing work, no networking events to build my business as a coach
Boredom and anxiety. Weight gain due to lack of activity
Restricted drug access with additional costs. Lack of access to masks. Queueing as I am
unable to stand long without sitting down (no-one thinks to provide chairs)
Access to parents in care homes in Sidney.
Frustrated by people not wearing masks and keeping their distance
Hip operation
Hair care, housework, standing in long lines, no washrooms available
Socializing with friends. Some people are afraid to talk to anybody
Staying at home was a truly draining experience for my wife and children and definitely
affected their mental health
Having to eat my own cooking
Trying to get my husband a work permit/finish his immigration. This has affected our
financial situation
Self-reliance
lack of washrooms, when out walking loneliness of not seeing family or friends lack of
stimulation, no group activities lack of travel the sense of an ending of life as we've
known it worry that we will never see our children or grandchildren again no swimming
at Panorama, no theatre, opera or symphony, or Probus and CFUW meetings our lives
have been saved from covid, but all meaning has gone
Travel
Decrease in income, self-quarantining which resulted in needing friends and family to
pick up and deliver food for me and my pets.
Two weeks quarantine, not being able to initially see our daughter and still not able to
visit son and grandsons in England. The rest of the restrictions I can deal with but wish
they would be eased soon especially the two meter rule.
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Hardest has been not being able to pick up the phone and get my mom into her Dr. as
her Parkinson’s worsens.
Working through Telehealth
Increase business
Not being able to visit friend in Amica Beechwood.
Need for enhanced physical distancing because of serious pre-covide 19 pandemic
health concerns which may only be resolved with the arrival of a vaccine
Trying to be active and interactive, motivated to be creative and self-sufficient.
Mastering Zoom for Church services as I'm the 2nd Reader.
Wearing a mask. Keeping 6 feet apart from others.
Learning when establishments are open
Not everyone is conscious of need to distance or wear masks indoors. Increasing
complacency.
Keeping busy after everything imaginable was done in my home.
Keeping all of my family of common mind in beating the virus.
No reimbursement for canceled trips - only vouchers for future travel which may never
materialize as every year, travel becomes more difficult.
Shortages of odd things like baking supplies, toilet paper, hand sanitizer. Closure of
certain eating places, travel restrictions - not really unique, but annoying.
Being separated from family, and the uncertainty of the future.
Separation from the groups I belong to.
Trying to arrange for ongoing medical treatment without a primary care physician. Telehealth does not address my particular health issues.
Hardly unique. I cannot hug my grandchildren
Again, just the standard challenges.
Public transportation
Lineups
Loss or entertainment –Butchart, Parades, Markets
Telephone appointments with family doctor.
Returning returnables
Access to in-person medical care.
Getting medical appointments and renewing prescriptions, waiting in line to enter some
businesses
Getting masks and hand sanitizer
People not staying OUT of my bubble when in public spaces/stores
Boredom & socializing
Working from Home. I am used to travelling for my work.
Childcare, mental health
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Care around people who refuse to be careful, who refuse distancing, and won’t wear
masks, basically ignorant selfish people who need to have safety measures mandated
before they comply
Educating friends on the seriousness of this current virus & its possible recurrence. We
have a long way to go medically & economically.
Seeing grandchildren and supporting adult children with childcare
Cannot hug friends! And I don't know when I can travel back to see my family!
Caution with medically fragile people..
May be a difficult end to being an entrepreneur!
Not able to go to the pool for exercise, not able to have physio etc.
Too many to name. Ramping up food production drastically has been a unique challenge
Nothing unique for me. Just not able to book my travel to visit Edmonton to see
daughter and grandchildren. And not being able to visit my Mom. A senior who lies
alone in Nanaimo so a worry. She did well though. So thankful.
I care for 2 adults with special needs. Their day program supports were greatly reduced
which has increased the workload with no break. However, they are starting back at
their program so this will improve.
Interaction with others
Initially found grocery shopping and running errands extremely stressful. As retired
seniors, we were reluctant to leave our house. However, now wearing masks, hand
sanitizing, and distancing seem almost normal.
Keeping fresh vegetables and not shopping more than once a week
Not being able to travel
Workload and stress has been extremely heightened
Miss volunteering at care home
Working 14 hour days
Loneliness
I am hearing impaired and found it difficult to lip read people wearing mask. I realize it
was necessary but made things difficult for me. So I just stayed home for the most part.
People not following the rules make it difficult for healthcare workers to safely run
necessary errands.
Finding childcare for a double shift essential service family.
Waking up earlier to do a 7:00 a.m. grocery shop.
Getting insurance for vehicle
Social distancing while walking, grocery shopping, working.
Buying and finding groceries
Missing Panorama pool and Shoal exercise and other programmes. Missing closeness
with family and friends
Inconsistent treatment in stores, especially where the staff appear fearful, perhaps not
protected enough
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Finding good times to go outside and to shop
It is not unique but isolation and being cut off from family and friends as well as losing
access to fitness programs and gatherings
Maintaining physical distancing in grocery/retail stores where patrons refuse/ignore to
follow directions.
Health safety concerns mainly. Found a way to keep serving by collecting recyclables for
food bank and advertising their need.
Line ups in the rain
More homelessness and transient population in town is noticeable and has directly
impacted our community
Online shopping
Family separation, isolation
Death of Mother and Sister and not being able to fly back East to be with rest of family
Had three trips planned for Back East this spring till Fall... all cancelled.
Social distancing.
Our family has been unable to work as none of us are considered essential services. My
business is tourism related
Have not faced any unique challenges.
Just the usual ways.
I was sick for 2 months, but was too sick to be able to get out for testing. Friends kindly
dropped groceries at my door.
Bored
And nothing unique that everyone else hasn't faced as well.
Hugging
Re-planning our son's wedding with new restrictions. Cancelling plans, and vendors,
guest lists. Daughter has a new born...being able to help her and her husband navigate
this with little support. Mat leave, loss of job for son in law. Another daughter had a
baby in Alberta. Challenge to support her as well. Parents in a care home in
Alberta...one with dementia...
Finding a public bathroom to use in Sidney in the evenings that stays open until 8:00
PM.
Challenges I faced were not unique in the sense that many others faced them as well
such as restricted travel, medication shortages, hospital/care center visits
Loneliness
Tedium from lack of recreational and cultural resources; bars and restaurants
unavailable
Seeing elderly family members
Loss of income because of market crash
Always been able to find jobs to apply for when out of work, except now.
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Not me but my kids. Mental health hasn’t been great. Lonely - missing outdoor time
with friends
Not able to see my son who lives in Vancouver
Not able to visit family on mainland because of non-essential ferry trips
Due to my underlying health issues keeping physical distancing, shopping etc. are
challenging and stressful
Difficulties for high risk person shopping for groceries and essentials
Quarantined in CFB Trenton after cruise on Grand Princess in March
Just the lack of freedom to do things like go to Star cinema which I very much enjoy and
was sorry to see have to remain closed.
Regular medical and dental appointments are difficult.
Looking at a retirement property and no washrooms were open. Went to the airport 3
times.
Being a disabled person the usual challenges were just intensified
Supporting remote learning for 3 kids while working from home.
Maintaining my fitness level
Not touching my face. Wearing mask. Not being able to welcome people into our home.
My challenges are probably similar to others. I have been spending much more time in
my condo since I am also now working from home.
Working from home with children at home
Miss seeing family and friends. Also sad so many events are cancelled.
Getting groceries, hand sanitizer, masks
Can't hold a celebration of life for a family member because of group gathering
restrictions.
No great challenges fortunately but as a family we won't be able to head overseas this
summer to visit grandparents etc.; probably harder for them as they have been in selfisolation lockdown for 3 months now....
The combination of boredom and stress together. And the loneliness if you live by
yourself was pretty hard at times.
Childcare, fitness
Trying to keep my daughter occupied with no StrongStart (preschool) or open library
Grocery shopping, not being able to get my hair cut, people not adhering to social
distancing
Not seeing family/friends and fear of contracting covid.
Trying to shop on Beacon now that some places are opening but the sidewalks can get
crowded and many people are stopping & talking in groups& because of distancing we
are forced into the street. Why not close the left side of Beacon going east for
pedestrian traffic
Keeping up a good exercise regime.
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I found it difficult to go to the grocery store. It would be nice to be allowed to work
towards my own food Sustainability. A couple of backyard hands would greatly increase
my food sustainability
The home learning has been really challenging. We also moved to a new house in the
middle of all of this!
Taking a one day a week job to help pay for food and rent
Stress, limited shopping, extra expenses of PPE
Loss of childcare, challenge with family emergency
Not unique but missing my family on the mainland. Missing the ability to fly when I want
to.
Birthday party was a tough one so we did an online one and delivered a science
experiment to all the friends and watched them all do it online
Having to stay home
Getting a haircut :)
Delays in shipping of needed supplies such as Epicure, clothing orders and Birthday gifts
to family across Canada. I was unable to risk grocery shopping due to autoimmune
deficiency but thankful my husband could.
Weight gain, shopping hindrances
With a broken foot I found my challenges were unique as I could not drive to the
grocery store if I needed anything and I couldn't order online as they were two weeks
wait. This put an enormous pressure on my husband. Same reason why I couldn't bring
my kids out to enjoy the weather in March and April besides at our house as I could not
walk.
Social isolation
Working from Home while supporting my kid doing schoolwork
Occupying children during the day
Try to go and do my grocery shopping at seven in the morning
Relying on volunteers to buy groceries, wearing a mask, relying on library e-books
Our kids (both high school students) have found the remote learning format to be
somewhat challenging.
Staying safe
Seeing our grandchild
My best friend’s wedding
Schools being closed and child care

31. What are some of the unexpected benefits or opportunities that have arisen for you
during this time?
General themes in responses:
-

More time with family at home.
More walks and outdoor activities
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Enjoying parks, beaches, waterfront areas
More time for cooking, hobbies, and gardening
Connecting more with friends and family
Slower pace and rest is enjoyable
Quieter streets, less traffic on roads and less airplane traffic, good for nature and birds
Meeting and spending time with neighbours
Working from home, less time commuting
Government funding is helpful
Saving money by staying home
More compassion and respect for others, people helping each other out

Individual responses:
-

-

My husband and I had more time to spend together, and I was able to figure out where my
priorities are in terms of life balance
Learned to play Sudoku
Spending more time with family at home. More walks and outdoor activities!
I had more time for self-care.
The advantage of our wonderful waterfront for walks with our dog, a good way to get out even
if social distancing.
Cooking more
Less traffic, clear skies, less airplane noise, more birdsongs
More time at home
Rest for health issues
Slower pace has been nice
Using picnic tables. Slower pace to life.
More people are out walking, so I get to meet neighbours and chat when out gardening or
walking. Also being home more makes me appreciate how pretty this town is. Am enjoying not
having all the tourists and Anacortes ferry traffic and lines.
None. Town is overcrowded and lacks planning
Increased sales of my vegetables for people not interested in going to grocery stores.
My garden looks great.
More virtual communication with family and friends
More time at home
More time for things like: Family time. Home improvement projects. Dog training. Cooking at
home. Supporting local business with delivery/curb side pick up options.
none
everyone is keeping his distance in stores and outside.
More family time
More time with family
Family time and enjoying the great outdoors
More time for dog walks pre and post work on home days
Enhanced respect for others and personal hygiene.
get to see people closer on |Zoom
Learn to enjoy my own company!
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Working from home. Reduction in traffic.
More time with family, less traffic, cleaner air, water
E-books through the VIRL
Clear skies, less traffic, more young parents having time w their kids, slowing down consumption
of goods and services, less impact on the environment
It has been nice to slow down and re-analyze what the important things in life are.
Quiet time for reflection. Appreciating Dr. Bonnie Henry and the fact that we live in B.C.
Getting to know my neighbours better since more time to hang out on street and talk
Closer family time Got a pet
more time with family and realize how lucky we are to live where we live
Slower pace and less expectations of travelling
Extra time with family
Saving money
slower pace of life, greater realization of the importance of family and friends, less congestion
out on the water and in anchorages with fewer American boats visiting
Less stress due to social distancing so less appointments and busyness. Time to tackle home
improvement projects and reading. Grew a small herb garden on my condo patio.
More time to garden, better use of items already in home and reduced need to purchase
unnecessary goods. More hiking.
Meeting neighbours
Not necessarily me but i have heard others say that although they had less money , they also
spent less money.
More time to pursue new hobbies such as language and music study.
The ability to be at home with my son and dog
My house is very organized
Got to know some of the other residents in the building!
time to finish projects
Family time and more peaceful times less traffic
More home cooking and baking
Buying less, organizing at home and doing. Garden
projects that have been put off are now done. lots of reading.
Have come closer to some people - were distant friends, now closer due to daily contact via
Zoom. Reconnected with overseas cousins via phone.
Less commute time
More compassion and communication with my neighbors and friends, more people helping each
other out.
More frequent communication with immediate neighbours and assisting each other with
gardening and shopping needs -watching out for each other
Things are quieter (we live by the airport), pace is slower
Government giving out money
Government extra money, that I thought I did not need, but now have found helpful. Incr costs
food etc
More painting Time Reading more books
People have become more patient and kinder
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Started painting
Staying home and working in garden - also getting some much needed rest. Doing some art
work that I didn't have time to do previous to COVID-19
Closer communications with family and friends. Appreciation of home and where we live. Actual
saving of money due to curtailed activities.
More quiet time to read etc. & appreciating nature more, spending more time with my husband
(I hope he sees this as a plus too!).
Family time increased
Doing my own gardening -- primarily weed pulling -- more weeds than I knew possible!
I like the slower pace of life, people are generally more aware of their surroundings and others.
Becoming more self-sufficient and living well with less consumerism.
Spend less money as not able to travel
Grateful for family time together Nice to skip the daily commute
It’s given me the opportunity to slow down. Slowing down is good.
More time with my family. No commuting.
For myself, at 70, this has been a terrifying time. I believe that if I get this virus I will die a
horrible death, alone, isolated from family. Both parents in this home lost employment.
Financial and health stress has been foremost in our lives. I find we are all pushing ourselves to
maintain a semblance of normalcy for the two children in our home. Mentally we all struggle
with fear and uncertainty, including the children. HuMans have been forced by greed to live in a
herd mentality for many years. Crammed into planes, restaurants, movie theaters, schools at all
levels, hospitals and nursing homes for seniors. If any good comes from this pandemic let it be
our new found freedom of space.
Cleaned the house!
Fewer appointments and commitments, reading more and have connected with cousins and
family living overseas with zoom.
Music
Quiet, clean skies… no airplanes, fewer ferries, no mill
I love working from home! I'm also healthier (no commute = more time to exercise and cook
healthy foods). Friendships have improved as well since we have to be more intentional
Lots of time to garden and bake, good family time
Staying home, more time in the garden, wonderful. also i TOTALLY LOVE the quiet of fewer
planes and ferries and traffic
Saving money from not commuting to Victoria every day.
Social support for those in need - good to see More time to walk
More time at home, enjoying cycling and walking
More time at home with immediate family
More family time
Closer family time • slowing down - less of a busy pace * enjoying neighbourhood walks,
community, neighbours • appreciating all that we have in this beautiful part of the world •
discovering new hiking trails, parks • helping others
Saving money, spending more time together with family
Skype with my Mom the weeks leading to her death; Zoom community gatherings and Virtual
Conferences
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Well, jumped right into Zoom and all that it offers! Plus getting to know the neighbours more,
building some stronger help-each-other-out connections. And whittling away at a very long list
of things that need doing around the house. Cats are happier to have me home all of the time.
Not really saving money, as everything seems to cost more, but I'm not accumulating 'stuff' as
much. Finally able to read more - it was difficult to concentrate the first few months.
More aware of the kindness and consideration people had for one another
Blessed we have a house and yard to occupy ourselves with. Just wear a mask in crowds and get
in and out as quickly as possible.
Learned about new to me walking opportunities, parks Returned to more cooking and even
baking Loved shopping at local farm stands
Reduced spending, more time with household members, healthier meals, less "rat race" related
anxiety. Less traffic, nature feels closer.
In touch with friends more.
More time at home to catch up and do some home improvements
Less traffic - on the Pat Bay and on Sidney streets.
Way more at home time with family
Re-connecting with more family due to family zooms!
Life has become more refined and focused as a positive outcome. Values significantly changed,
priorities became different, and am 'doing' life with a new outlook.
People more polite
Quiet streets, less traffic, hearing birds singing rather than cars, people seemingly respectful of
distancing.
The perfect excuse not to socialize
Friendly neighborhood.
Time in general
Get in, get out! No diddling around in a store. Get what you need and get out.
Closer ties with people
more time with my household
less traffic made biking feel safer
More classes online
Teenager at home more
Lots of garden and painting time
working out at home with on-line coaching when gym was closed
Had more time to spend in the garden
People were kinder, thoughtful, and more forgiving.
Learning zoom
I finally got around to cleaning out the garage, more time for reading
None
Loved less traffic, noise, and esp. fewer airplanes
Lots of time to work in garden, house cleaning, minor renovations
Peace and solitude. The garden is reaping the rewards of much more attention. House projects
being completed as able
Zooming with faraway friends.
Trying to help more less fortunate
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More time with my child and family. Less time stuck in a car commuting. Less rushing! More
beach time! I appreciate being here vs the more urban setting that we moved here from.
No having to commute to work. Less $ spent on gas.
Zoom meetings, relaxation, spending more time outdoors, living life at a slower pace
Healthier
Less air traffic noises, less traffic, air quality and bluer skies, walking around Sidney and enjoying
the beautiful and peace it has to offer, more birds singing and nesting
Cooking meals and delivering them to people I know have need to try and help them out when I
can.
Great family time :)
Getting in better shape
More time spent with kids. More evening walks, hikes. More exercise. Less commuting.
More leisure time. More relaxed as a result of fewer expectations and responsibilities. More
contact with distant family thru phone and Zoom than usual. My new volunteer role phoning
isolated seniors has been enjoyable.
Getting projects done around the house and at our church.
I find there are no benefits. I am spending more time on the computer and more time reading,
which is a benefit, but not walking as much as before.
More money as we aren’t paying for childcare. More time with the kids and more backyard
time.
It's been a weird run. But not having to argue with my kids to get up and go to school has been
amazing
Tighter neighbourhood
Full time job because we were able to get into a licensed daycare for kid, prior to pandemic
could not get into daycare space
Time for myself, time to read, listen to music - freedom from usual obligations to visit the sick
etc.
more family time, slower pace of life
Less busy - time to take things a little more slowly.
Quiet, less traffic, no deadlines, time for hobbies, sleep, walks, reading
Virtual Dr. appointments
Saving money on childcare
Cleanliness....relative to before Covid-19 public washrooms and common public areas are now
spotless
Lower gas prices. Less traffic on the roads.
Can’t spend money when everything is Closed
We got to see exactly where our children's education levels are at.
Initially, reduced road traffic made cycling more pleasant. Reduced air traffic makes for quieter
Sidney.
More time with my daughter. Lots of family time with those in my bubble. Building a routine of
trying to buy local first before using the internet to shop.
Seeing the kindness, generosity and love of people towards each other
More time with my children? Lol
Spending more time as a family
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Noticing the beauty around me on my walks. Taking time to just breathe.
more family connection at home
New employment opportunity
Saving money
family time
Takeaway and delivery much better!!!
Closer communication with our family.
Quieter roads, wildlife and birds more apparent, cleaner air.
I've made many masks and I've joined several Facebook groups which have been incredible with
what they have done.
Lots of quality family time
None really.
More family time
We bought a house. Prices dropped, so the house size we needed fell into our price range. CERB
has helped make up for lost income. My husband has been able to work from home which has
brought our family closer. He doesn't have to commute into Victoria, and the time he saves has
had a positive impact on his happiness and mental health which has rippled through the family.
Seeing what it’s like to work from home, Save on gas
Re-evaluate wants and needs, deep cleaned, organized and completed jobs on to-do list.
More household family time.
More time with family and building garden
Spending more time with my family now that i am working from home and not commuting to
town every day. The pandemic has taught us to slow down and enjoy this extra time together.
Family time
More time for interests & hobbies
More time to spend with our children
Not having to make excuses for not attending events due to health
During isolation I could quit smoking Improving my art and gardens
More family time at home
Meeting the emotional needs of my children. Being able to keep them at home when they have
sniffles. Not having to work when I am sick.
Reading
Streets are safer with less traffic.
Closer to spouse, saving money
Son moved home from New Zealand
More relaxed schedule. Time to focus on gardening. More phone/zoom contact with distant
friends
more family time
reconnected with family in Chicago
Free time
Neighbors!! Making noise at 7
Quieter settings
more time for gardening, more time for family
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Time to relax from our usual busy lifestyles More contact with distant family via personal
Phone calls. LESS housecleaning ... yeah!
Spending less on gas, cycling more, spending more time with a friend who would normally be
working pre-COVID, CERB payments
More time talking to and getting to know family and friends better.
More time to be thankful for what we've got, and for living in such a beautiful, safe, and
organized place.
connecting with friends and relatives that have been out of touch Having more leisure time
spending less money
Time with my kids!
Spent less, saved more
Helped me working on my dogs training
Talk to my family and friends more.
None
Less traffic on Resthaven mid-March, April and to mid-May
less traffic, fewer planes more relationships with neighbours
Less reliance on pubs - more home cooking
The space to breathe without the responsibility of work or having to be somewhere or do
something. It was nice to have the time off even if it meant a significant reduction in income.
Offering my businesses programs online and reaching a client base beyond the city.
People are kinder, more time to connect with friends as everyone is home, the environment
cleansing is a big one! Seeing mountains I’ve never seen before. It’s made me even more
community minded. We are supporting our local businesses, and are proud to do so.
Time with wife and family
Quieter life with no meetings, plus shopping less - less gas
More time to read, cook and exercise
Learning to accept limitations as they exist for myself and others and learning tolerance.
Zoom for musical events, Church services, courses Support for local businesses e.g. Alexanders
and Bevan Bistro Membership in Netflix
Less traffic. Fewer people.
Quieter town, more people using Roberts Bay beach
Quieter streets and environment for a while.
Made me appreciate the small and simple things.
An opportunity for people to learn to care more for one another and their fellow man.
time for home improvements
People stay far away and don't want to shake hands anymore! YAY!
Having the time to catch up on things which we never had time for before....all of the “meant to
do” things.
Spending time chasing animals like deer, raccoon, quail, rabbit from my property
People much more friendly and smiling. Time to breathe
Harder now to procrastinate
More leisure time and more opportunities to enjoy my close surroundings.
time at home
Summer is coming
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Sociability
Deep cleaning; trying new recipes that I've been meaning to; baking bread, writing letters the
old fashioned way.
Bicycling
Lots of relaxation time to snooze, look up info online, catch up on Netflix & recorded movies,
listen to music, have long phone chats with old friends. Freedom from being locked into
scheduled events.
Catch up on procrastination tasks, more reading.
that I am an introvert at heart
We've had more time to be creative artistically
More time with my husband and pets
More time with family. And a reevaluation of work, life balance
Free time, more alone time, slower pace, getting by with less
Getting rid of unused & overlooked useless STUFF
calmer streets, less traffic, more birds
More outside time
More time with family, more tile at home, less driving and errands.
Have had more time to work on my own art.
Many. Many. Understanding what it takes to produce good local food. Increased contact with
fellow producers.
Benefit of being at with my kids more & benefit of more gardening, walks, biking
Finally able to do jigsaw puzzles. Did three 1,000 piece. Good exercise for the brain. Knew Sidney
was a great place to live but was perfect place for isolation quiet safe and able to get out and
walk and exercise outdoors safely.
We have loved spending time together as a family. We have had many special cooking days
together, trying several different gourmet dishes we’ve never attempted before (they were
delish!). We are new to Sidney and have loved being able to walk by the ocean together. We
have also gotten to know one of our neighbours and found out she is quite vulnerable. We will
be able to connect with her and look out for her more often now.
Sleep longer
Slowing down of busy pace of life
Closer with family and friends; more time to read; opportunity to reassess values and priorities,
for example less or no international travel. See BC and Canada first.
Easier driving
Appreciation of my life prior to Covid
More downtime at home. Working from home, less commuting and traffic, shorten lines at
grocery stores, retail door to door delivery!
Increased contact with out of prov./country family members through Zoom
Cleaned out storage for thrift store donations
The earth felt quieter, the sky was clearer, and no traffic to worry about.
No benefits
None, more stress, and less time as all the lines take away what precious time we have with our
child and each other.
Getting government benefits.
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I hear from my sons more.
I have had time to get caught up on many projects around the house
A time to slow down. Kindness of others.
Got most of my inside house painted!!
Time to reflect on what is really important.
Connecting with family/friends more routinely and discovering different ways to entertain
ourselves.
Having a bus to myself on any necessary trips. Exchanging smiles and greetings on my outside
ventures, while observing distancing. Enjoying the beautiful skies and weather we are so
fortunate to have. Lots of reading.
Working from home full time, closer to my neighbors
Federal Government wage supplementation has been a big help to my employer.
More time with my husband and child. Lots of home renovations completed
Virtual medical appointments. Grocery delivery.
I have heard birds around my home for the first time in many years because of the reduced
traffic, human noise; as well as enjoying cleaner air and a more peaceful pace of life.
More time at home, better mental health.
Saved money by not being able to go shopping lol
The quietness
More time in the garden, more time to bake, read, relax
More communication with family and friends
slower pace of life
More exercise increased neighbourhood cohesion.
My husband worked from home, and his work travel has stopped. Enjoying this time with the 2
of us.
More parking spots in downtown Sidney.
Reduction in monthly expenses to offset (somewhat) reductions in investment income.
Getting things done around the house.
quieter environment; can hear birdsong again growing public awareness of environment,
science and the natural world
The pleasures of solitude and no obligations
Less stress from a slower life pace. Less traffic. Being home to care for elderly parents properly.
Being able to enjoy life more.
Patience
Chatting with neighbors more.
Levelling of expectations, lessening of people keeping up with the Jones', more of us in same
boat/situation so better understanding and appreciation of others, especially essential workers
and teachers
Time with family. More connection with neighbors. People being kind. More time outdoors
walking local trails and in garden. Appreciated less traffic and slower pace. No airplanes. Quiet,
birdsong and blue skies.
Not spending as much on dining out.
Well in the first days of lockdown I really enjoyed how clean the air was and how peaceful and
quiet Sidney was especially with the noisy airport closed down. Sigh.. It was amazing!
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Property prices are stable.
It was convenient that some places had doors opened so people wouldn’t have to touch them to
open, aisles in grocery stores were not cluttered and easy to get around. Deliveries were readily
available Virtual Dr.s appointment are more convenient
Enjoyed working from home
Less activities, less driving, more family time, more time outdoors and in nature
I have connected with long term friends in other provinces (i.e. Newfoundland), I have been
sorting through old file boxes and dispensing of items, I have been sleeping more as I am not
going back and forth to Victoria on the bus every day. I don’t have to get up so early to catch the
bus. I have been shopping locally more often for groceries.
More time to spend with family, creating new things and trying new hobbies
More Me Time.
Getting to know Neighbors better... people are watching out for each other
More time with the family. The yard and house look great.
Even more time to read! Bonus time to finally sort out old photos, complete family tree
research, finish off sewing projects, start new projects, complete online courses/qualifications
etc. and the best bit was a lot of extra time with my Grade 11'er!!
Got involved in fibre arts and thanks to YouTube and a few other resources, was able to learn
quite a bit. Also learned a lot about vendors that offer online services that I would not have
otherwise known.
More connected as a community
Deferred mortgage
Saving money by not commuting, shopping less, eating out less
My children keep in touch much more often. Saving money.
My garden looks amazing and how the neighbours have bonded.
More time to rest, enjoyed cooking more often, not having to go to work every day. Not having
to cram household chores in on the weekends.
More time with family. More relaxation. Reading more books. Getting some chores done that
never got attention,
I love the slower speed to life. Renewed focus on relationships.
can't think of anything, other than able to work
There is absolutely no need to rush things! Take time to appreciate all the small things,
Increased workload, new work opportunities, gardening
Not paying for childcare
I now walk 5k a day since I have been working from home.
No opportunities but lots of time with the kids just like summer
More family time
Being able to work from home full time I no longer have to bus in and out of downtown Victoria.
Generosity of volunteers at Shoal Centre and of neighbours
More family time at home
More time on trails and paths
Don’t know if there is any benefits
Started a new hobby Read more books Followed exercises on YouTube
Earning more money
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Less driving, more relaxed family schedule, fewer outside obligations and appointments.
Talking on the phone more
Reading more

32. Are there any specific initiatives you would like the Town to consider during the COVID-19
pandemic and recovery?
General themes in responses:
-

Maintain support for physical distancing and wearing masks
Create community gardens
Allow Backyard chickens
Add more public washrooms
Be cautious in reopening after pandemic
Support local/small businesses
Convert more downtown street space, especially on Beacon Ave, for pedestrians, outdoor
patios, outdoor seating
Improve access to local food

Individual responses:
-

-

-

-

Being cautious of allowing tourists to come back too soon. We are a well-functioning town on
our own, and it would be devastating to have an influx of cases because our area reopened to
visitors too early
I think the town is doing a great job of being as available as possible and trying to adapt the
town to allow everyone to move around while maintaining distance.
Clear rules and few signs. When I go to stores and see 7 signs about the rules I'm overwhelmed,
I don't think people read any of these. I'd suggest a requirement for wearing masks inside. We
may not have many cases on the island, but it does not mean we are safe.
The town needs another washroom, preferable near the park and band shell, being home a lot I
notice from our window how many people are lined up to use the washroom on 4th at Beacon.
Food delivery improvement
Protect greenspace, community gardens
Remember the services, stores and restaurants on the west side of Sidney
If people are required to wear masks, they should be provided free of charge.
More patios.
More enforcement of use of pathways, too many cyclists and skateboarders are on sidewalks,
some enforcement of one way paths to allow distancing, there are far too many people
speeding around the bend from Ocean Drive to first and second street, and people park where
there are no parking signs, which also makes it challenging for pedestrians to use walkways and
to physical distance.
Resolve the crowded streets and public spaces so the taxpayers are able to get out safely in
town
Open up the town
I’ve seen increased homelessness in the last few years. Hoping the town can find them a home
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Build more public washrooms. We can no longer expect business owners to provide this
essential service to people who are not customers. They are in a crisis and cannot be expectedto
carry the most of enhanced hygiene requirements.
Put the summer lawn chairs back at the waterfront
Improving internet speeds in downtown Sidney. More public washrooms as businesses close
theirs. Home garden initiative?
Just help the local store owners. I have tried to purchase on line during the pandemic/ picking
up food etc.!
Community gardening, food availability, permanent safe farm market
Water bill credit or discount.
We feel very safe and secure in this town of Sidney and proud to call it home.
Perhaps relaxing sidewalk rules to allow shops and restaurants to use outdoor space.
Enforce the speed limits - especially in the school zones
Encourage street musicians to play music. It feeds and calm the souls
The huge amount of construction has a disorienting effect on this resident. With the Town office
closed there is no way to seek Town action on things like noise generation outside permitted
hours.
Pedestrians only for Beacon, 5th and East
Economy. I believe they need to work on being “open for business.” The town and council needs
to be thinking/asking themselves will this bring jobs for young people and tax dollars to help out
communities in the long run!
Just to maintain open communication
Open up your sidewalk areas to more outdoor seating
I think that there will more than likely be a second wave so perhaps asking businesses to have
their customers wear masks would be beneficial. I think we all need to be participants in
minimizing this.
Strategically located hand sanitizer stations that are maintained on a daily basis.
More control of the disregard for the rules. E.g. What has happened to 2metre distancing?
focus on local small businesses
Maintaining leadership to keep the public adhering to physical distancing and protocols to
minimize risks of COVID-19
Help businesses
More walking paths and upgrades to current paths, e.g. the asphalt paths alongside the highway
and the town's maintenance yard out to the Coop gas station are buckled and in poor shape
Virtual access to town meetings
Strengthen community through innovative outdoor distanced events.
Updates on what is open
Town is doing a good job I believe- in the short time I have lived here I have been very
impressed
Masking up!!! Summer break & tourist season are upon us. Too few people wear masks. The
Sidney ad on Facebook showed ONE mask – worn by someone working out in a gym. Not good
enough.
No I trust the town to do right by their residents
go slowly, encourage wearing of masks, social distancing
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Focus on positive and keep town as blooming with colourful flowers
Keep, make room and increase outdoor restaurant patios Close Beacon St???? Keep Thursday
Night Market open by spacing kiosks and perhaps spreading it to more than just Beacon St.
More local updates. For example, Oak Bay village publishes a weekly bulletin with events,
openings, volunteer opportunities etc.
Close Beacon to Cars so more room to walk allowing for social distancing
assisting local businesses with tax relief
the sidewalks up and down Beacon seem to be dirty all the time, would be nice if staff went out
and cleaned up in front of their shops a couple times a day. Nothing to do with COVID19 ... I just
have noticed it more since it’s been quieter.
We know some businesses are having a difficult time to the extent that they have gone under. I
think it would be useful for the town to work with property owners to look at ways of keeping
the rents for businesses with bounds. There are a lot of new buildings that have ground floors
that are designed for commercial and they will need to be filled over the coming months/years
to make sure the downtown remains vibrant. COVID-19 had already had an impact on business
in the town and the last thing we need are more empty shops - is there a way in which we can
fill them with viable businesses at a reasonable rent and not see the rents skyrocket a few years
down the road. Long term planning in this area is essential now.
community helpline
Police worn body cameras
No I think we are very fortunate to live in Sidney. We were offered help in many ways should we
need it.
Block off beacon ave- find more initiatives to help businesses at the same time keep people safe.
Find ways to get people engaged in the community
Allow local farmers to bring their goods to a public farmers market. Without a car, fresh local
food is inaccessible as buses aren’t safe.
Better facilities for RV's. Especially a pump-out station. This mode of travel has expanded
tremendously but there is a huge lack of facilities in the immediate area. Considering the local
traffic that exists and tourists that (will) come off of the ferry, we could do more to bring them
in to town to support local businesses.
Get more people in stores to wear masks, PLEASE!! I wear a mask to protect them - why don’t
they wear a mask to show respect to me & protect me! It’s not ‘kind’....
Cannot think of any that do not involve too many people
Do not open up too soon and I see American license and Albertan license plates on the highway
coming off or going on the ferry. Our City and our province should be closed so we keep Covid
away. Americans should not be stopping in our province. They are at the epicentre! Most
importantly, we should ALL BE WEARING A MASK AND PHYSICALLY DISTANCING.
I want to be able to have chickens on my property and want Sidney to review the bylaw around
this. It's all about sustainability. Keeping social distancing signs in place on public spaces, some
people don't believe it's important and remove them regularly. Encourage people to shop locally
when at all possible.
Electronic billboards in high traffic areas telling people the safety precautions and how to
behave in public.
More community gardens
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Suggestions for safe family activities
Ensuring social distancing signage is consistent and regularly placed. Send out information to
residents highlighting the necessary precautions
Working towards a new normal will be extremely difficult and expensive. We need to keep our
group levels small in every aspect of our lives. Children going to school in smaller groups,
alternating morning and afternoon classes. Daycares that provide smaller group learning and
play. Teachers and care givers who only work in one class or facility. We need to emphasize real
care and giving in all aspects of our lives. We need to have adequate facilities for housing, health
care, and education. A healthy, well-educated society that can afford to pay for the services they
require (housing, education, and health care) will inevitably live a well-balanced, loving life. So
easy to write near impossible to achieve.
To facilitate the 6 feet distancing, please get bicycles off the sidewalks and sea wall!
Continue to encourage distancing, wearing masks, hand sanitation dispensers on the street.
Wearing masks should be the new normal yet fewer and fewer people are wearing them each
time I go to Sidney for groceries. Any staff dealing with the public should be asked to wear a
mask. Then it will make the public more confident to wear a mask as well. We are not
recovering yet--just holding the virus in check for a few months.
Put car parking on west side of pat bay hwy with shuttle into downtown Sidney
Green energy! Encouraging more work from home in order to keep people off the roads
Please consider permanently blocking vehicular traffic from beacon Ave. The return of bossy
cars is lamentable and make the street inhospitable. Please make Sidney more pedestrian
friendly!
Can’t think of any
Yes focus on youth activities and support
Beacon Ave businesses need more help to survive. There are many condos being built. Help
businesses take advantage of this increased population
Not sure of specific initiatives but surely the downtown businesses will suffer due to no
American tourists and we want them to thrive
Open up the streets for our businesses. Maybe have masked Thursday Market with the
businesses open
More patio space for restaurants
How do we offer better Medical Services i.e. walk in clinics were not available for some time
How to help shut in people
Electronically broadcast Council meetings via zoom even after COVID is over. Make the Sidney
waterway walking path, the section south of Tulista Park a one way loop.
211? 811? (help for seniors phone line/website) seemed like a good and needed idea, but my
calls never went through, rang busy or not at all, so just like during the big snow storms, initially
there was no one, for hire or volunteer, to help with anything (getting groceries, yard work,
minor household repairs) if you are alone in your home, no family close by. Maybe the Town
could have a backup emergency plan for that. I've managed so far because things settled down
some.
No. A good job is being done.
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Very concerned about the survival of the shops in our town with many more spaces being
vacant but so many more in the wings with all the new buildings in progress. It is going to look
derelict rather than a warm, interesting comfortable place for us and tourists.
Shoppers on Beacon should wear masks, there isn't space to distance effectively.
Keep emphasizing how important physical distancing is. We don’t want things to get out of hand
with the reopening.
Transforming part of Beacon Avenue into a pedestrian (and scooter) mall with room for
restaurants to expand patio areas onto sidewalks and/or streets
I would love to turn more of our streets over to restaurants and merchants to allow more
physical distancing as we re-open.
Backyard hens! They will reduce my food waste, decrease the number of bugs in my yard
without having to spray, and add eggs to my family’s diet.
Maintain the distancing efforts.
A community garden - in or near Sidney. I'd even volunteer to assist with set up and
management
I know that there is a challenge re social distancing, but really miss those chairs in the lawn in
front of the band stand!
I think it would be great to provide 'Resident Passports' for a percentage (15 %?) off a restaurant
item (coffee, soft drink, meal or snack item). People are worried about spending and may be
hesitant to enter restaurants & coffee shops; coupons might 'persuade' them and upstart local
businesses.
Support of local business initiatives who are trying to adapt to restrictions
Not to re-open too early. I think Vancouver Island has done exceptionally well. If we get a covid
case, it will have come from Vancouver.
YES! Improve the garbage containers in our parks. Everything goes into a single can, and the
workman who collects them told me it all goes to the Landfill. UNACCEPTABLE
More pedestrian space Beacon Avenue
Just let us get back to normal.
Free online classes
Get the library moving again
Specific COVID 19 procedures and rules in place for foreign vessels using Sidney marinas and
fuel docks.
Maintain the library
Parks and green spaces. We have lots of great places for walking and I would like to see more or
at least not lose any of what we have. We are losing a lot of our unique so a focus on
revitalization there.
Allow restaurant patios
How do we build community, supporting those at greater risk from isolation?
Appreciate move to more outdoor dining. Very positive.
More should be done re homeless and particular one person going and collecting garbage not
recyclables and nothing has been done
I would love to see programming to support seniors who need to socialize, but are nervous
about doing so. Tips in the paper? More outdoor patios in downtown Sidney! I'm seeing that
already :) Signage reminding park/ beach visitors about Covid 19 protocols in more popular
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parks, and perhaps strategically placed where some sidewalks are busy (e.g. Resthaven and 3rd
st)
A community garden would be wonderful!!! Veggies, fruits, flowers....sounds amazing!!!
Self-distancing signage clearer in stores. Some people still don’t get it when it comes this virus.
Masks and gloves can save people from contracting the virus, but if not used then distancing is
the next best thing.
Hot meal/soup kitchen.
Holding landlords who evicted small business owners during the pandemic accountable for their
actions. Reminding them just how small Sidney is and how fast word travels.
Reduce costs and taxes!!! Cut non-essential services and staff
Support local businesses - flexibility re using patios, sidewalks etc. Encourage community and
supporting each other.
Safer streets for walking and cycling. Try to maintain this improved air quality.
Discourage tourists - I've seen many in town and on the sea walk - none wearing masks!
Creating a way to remind people walking in Sidney that it isn’t normal and to pay attention. The
signs are good, it would be nice to have more!
Make sure that all families especially those in low income housing are given gift cards and
cleaning supplies and masks as many do not have these items to help keep them safe
Better News distribution other than computers that freeze, break etc. And a newspaper that is
seldom delivered ....a town notice board on Beacon
Help local businesses by opening up Beacon Ave. as a platform for businesses between forth and
the roundabout as was done for the Thursday night market.
Maybe erect a couple more portapotties around the town, eg near Mary Winspear, near the
library
Watchdogs to check stores are meeting their requirements re limits etc. Some are not!
Anything to support the small local businesses that help make Sidney what it is.
Thoughtful planning in future around affordable housing to buy and rent that is pet and family
friendly and more condo alternatives instead so in the next pandemic people can have outdoor
space while confined
We could help with Sidney gardens as volunteers
Yes, why no close Beacon to all traffic or one lane to allow patio and pedestrian space
Shop local initiatives, re-open Beacon campaign, encourage other municipalities across island to
visit
Just to get back to normal (not the " new normal ") as much and as fast as possible.
The market. Food trucks
Actually check that businesses are following guidelines.
More childcare funding.
It took too long for playgrounds to reopen
A huge party when the pandemic is declared over or when vaccine becomes available. We miss
the street market and parades. Sidney is such a great community. We miss seeing our friends
unexpectedly at the towns various great events. That was just fun to be out there and run into
your neighbour and enjoy various activities together spontaneously.
Shut down Beacon from 5th to the water and allow pedestrians to have it. Cars could continue
to cross Beacon but keep off it. Allow cafes to use the current car/street areas for patrons. Allow
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shops to use the current sidewalks for outdoor displays. You know, like every city or village in
Europe does. Make its priority for people, not cars.
More encouragement for wearing masks.
Yes, more outdoor, street restaurant tables
Focus on tourism, keeping our little town core strong
Closing Beacon Ave from Fifth St. to Second St. to vehicle traffic, other than deliveries at
specified times. This would allow merchants to set up on the street.
Look at better ways to keep items available on the peninsula so we don’t have to drive long
distances to find them. Limit certain items right away at the start of a pandemic
Prepare for second wave. Keep Sidney friendly, positive. Continue helping and support
businesses recovery time
More access to outdoor areas that are accessible to those with disabilities.
If possible lower rent for the businesses so they can get back on their feet
Encourage downtown businesses to re-open as ‘normal’
I was disappointed that house taxes still were incredibly high.
Easier access to seniors and those with medical conditions to access food and supplies
Planning out how we will handle more tourists as the U.S ferry will undoubtedly start running
eventually.
Families in Sidney need affordable childcare.
Everyone wear masks!
Neighbourhood gardens and encouraging of local food growth.
More patio seating for restaurants.
Provide concerts with social distancing at the band shell or elsewhere. If feasible, have farm
stands with vegetables and fruit in Sidney
Additional support for our seniors.
Support for tourism
Soup kitchen
converting streets to pedestrian only- cars as guests. converting park space to community
gardens
Keep the public aware that we are NOT back to normal. Appreciate the decisions store owners
have made to limit congestion in their stores, whether big or small. However we did feel that
Save on Foods had more congestion than was safe during this whole time. Please pass this on to
them.
During summer weather, allow families to visit loved ones in care homes sitting outside at an
appropriate distance. Too hard on them to be left so isolated from family.
Find a way to encourage landlords to help local retail and service businesses over the next 2
years.
More doctors
Reduce red tape anywhere possible for local businesses ( I don't have one, but I am sure they
could use any help possible. Where can you reduce bureaucracy...? )
Monitor construction workers for compliance with Covid rules and Sidney parking regulations.
Mount Baker Avenue is a contractors’ parking lot from 6:30 am to 4:00 pm and beyond.
Put back the chairs in the park. More outdoor dining opportunities. Outdoor concerts?
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encourage people to wear masks and practice distancing provide assistance to people offering
to entertain in public locations make sure that construction projects do not hamper those with
walking difficulties -- e.g. temporary sidewalk closures -- temporary ramps -- loss of sidewalk
trucks blocking access, etc.
Keep all the online services that were provided exceptionally for COVID-19 and maintain them
even after
Plan more events that can still take place safely. Help restaurants/bars with solutions to
accommodate capacity.
make Beacon Avenue between 5th and 3rd pedestrian only, as it was on market nights give
support to local restaurants to expand outdoors put more washrooms around the town, don't
rely on businesses to provide them
Beautification of extended patios. The cement barriers look awful and the bikes are littered all
over walking areas
Encourage businesses to open up, bring back Sidney Street market and ensure that Summer
Sounds happen. All outdoor activities.
Closing a lane of Beacon and letting our cafes and restaurants put out tables. Parts of Beacon
have been very challenging to social distance on as well, the block with Sidney Bakery you pretty
much had to walk in the road.
A means of ensuring the needs of shut-ins and mobility compromised seniors are better served
in threats such as this and other disasters.
We need to have a robust recovery plan for the economy. I fear that many of our small owner
operated businesses will not survive and this will dramatically change the face of our main
street.
A "Thank You" to Care Workers and Front Line workers plus the various businesses, support
groups e.g. Beacon Services, Home Hardware, grocery stores Etc.
The library
A oil complacency. As travel begins to increase, so will our vulnerability. Important to emphasize
that masks are highly recommended in all indoor spaces and busy sidewalks.
Just education as to why things are necessary and possibly care programs for people who have
trouble getting what they need. For example, a volunteer program of door to door delivery of
goods for people. Things to warm people's hearts.
focus on helping local businesses
Please just continue to focus on the green areas, to ensure Sidney residents always have
beautiful and quiet outdoor spaces.
Find ways to support Sidney business restarts - perhaps temporarily turn the main street into
pedestrian only and allow restaurants to serve outdoors.
Assistance to small business owners. We need to keep them all in our wonderful community.
more bike friendly lanes, sharrows etc., and places to secure bikes
provision of EXPERT knowledge
Start the street market under Covid restrictions
cut back on expensive staff like business has had to
More public seating and meeting areas in town
Carry on with allowing restaurants/pubs to use outside space.
Affordable housing.
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You are keeping up well with the restrictions and offering info about this big problem
1: Our MP, MLA and Mayor have all been less visible to date. Elected officials in other
jurisdictions have shown leadership by being highly visible and proactive. 2: The Town must not
rely on residents having to search its website for information, or issue press releases. 3: The
local office of the PNR at this time was not helpful. We need a Sidney version of "Capital Daily".
Create a town center, on the waterfront, get rid of the Gin distillery, the Rum Runner, and the
mermaid, mini Granville Island
Supporting local businesses
Address increase in street people which have arrived in the town.
Make face masks mandatory while in stores! More signage, educate people into distancing,
were doing well here but that doesn’t mean do whatever you want, be respectful of people who
have more concerns
Lots of bright flowers everywhere to brighten our days ahead.
Any way to consider a reduced sized farmers market like the Duncan market? Not the full
Thursday market?
Engage the people to care for the land - we need to clear our land of invasive species, we can
use all hands! enforce the respect of the bird sanctuary - dogs continue to be left unleashed
been chasing baby geese, very wrong Help people build veggies beds in boulevards - grass
doesn't feed anybody, unless you are a goat. Promote diversity of plants (food and flowers) in
boulevards, so that we create corridors for pollinators and food for us. Ensure cars do NOT
pollute - noise (illegal of fumes; both are unacceptable. Town needs to enforce the Motor
Vehicle regulation 7.03(1) "A motor vehicle propelled by an internal combustion engine shall be
equipped with an exhaust muffler consisting of a series of pipes or chambers which ensures that
the exhaust gases from the engine are cooled and expelled without excessive noise". Ensure
people do not waste water when the dry months come - lawns do not matter. Water does. Close
Beacon from TD Bank to roundabout, let merchants place products on the street, and
restaurants tables outside, to help with distancing, while helping with socializing. People need
happy, eh?
It’s unfortunate to see all good service providers going to disposable packaging and food
containers; I’m not sure what can be done but I’d love to see you moving back to reusable and
washable containers like coffee mugs, plates, etc.
Open the washrooms!
Yes. Increased awareness and support of local food production and recognition that Sidney's
future and North Saanich's are DEEPLY interconnected. Support local agriculture.
More retail shops we need more variety. I shop local but there is a lack of variety and missing
many types of stores.
We would like to see local business, particularly ones that seniors frequent, receive some extra
support in the event we have to close things down again. I think with support, businesses can
remain partially open to help them survive and in a way that would make seniors and other
vulnerable people in Sidney feel and be safe.
Pedestrianize Beacon Avenue. Allow restaurants to expand into the street. We won't be going to
indoor restaurants, but will go to establishments that offer an outdoor patio experience - well
ventilated.
Go slow!
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Mostly, just using common sense
Social distance circles on the grass at the band shell so we can still have music in the park.
Outdoor patios More pedestrian precincts
Affordable housing
Stay in recovery and keep the EOC closed
Tax breaks / Rent Restrictions to benefit businesses in the Town, NOT the landlords.
-Making it easier to ride and park bikes - Make a community garden - Allow people to have a few
chickens
Community gardens, tax reductions
I would like to see the all lawn parks be planted with native plants and trees, instead of empty
fields devoid of life.
Just to stress the importance of continuing to keep safe distancing in place and wearing a mask
Clear consistent signage...needs to be checked. I notice some have disappeared like those on the
walkways or one by Anacortes ferry buried in weeds
Keep up the information on physical distancing on the main street and the shops! lax in several
areas
Bylaws and enforcement of endangerment to citizens in Sidney
Offering commercial landlords matching grants to improve storefronts to attract new
businesses, say up to $25,000 and send a message of vibrancy to everyone.
Firm and clear bylaws regarding homelessness and enforcing those bylaws
Close off Beacon avenue to traffic and Open up road so restaurants Can expand their tables into
the road and leaving sidewalk Free for pedestrians
Help the few shops and stores that remain in Sidney while they struggle to survive
I think masks should be mandatory.
The town should have tried to open the street market in some form instead of outright
cancellation. Other markets have made adjustments. Waste of an entire season
Making Beacon Avenue a pedestrian only area from 5th to the waterfront to help our local
businesses survive. We only need to look at other towns and cities that have made streets
pedestrian only to see how much more activity is generated in those areas, as well as making
them human oriented instead of car oriented.
More enforcement of masks and social distancing.
I doubt you’re able to do it, but I’d love to see wearing masks as mandatory. Tired of being the
only person in the entire store wearing one. Very frustrating.
Work on the area garden upkeep
No. The Town of Sidney continues to do a good job.
Economic health of Sidney businesses
Make Sea wall path south on Lochside safer. Very dangerous when you have to walk that
portion. Close part of Beacon to allow restaurants more room.
More public washrooms open in the evening.
Increased vigilance and enforcement regarding the social distancing rules in restaurants. It is
good that they are opening and it is good the Town is finding ways to help but the abuse I have
seen re social distancing, threatens this initiative. Letters of encouragement to businesses may
help.
Eliminating parking on busy streets to allow more and safer pedestrian access
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Ways in which our businesses on beacon can cater to locals rather than tourists so people can
shop local and help them stay in business long term.
Maybe up the street limit time for parking and get rid of Robins. Word out there is don’t bother
spending an afternoon in Sidney. There’s no place to park and if you do find a spot you’ll most
likely get a ticket.
Enable restaurants/coffee shops to have more outdoor tables
A bit more checking of restaurants, some seem to not be spacing properly
Local food: support farmers and citizens for sustainability. More support for community
connection and care. Appreciation and protection of our natural greenspaces beaches trees and
mature gardens. Stop now and rethink town development that is destroying heritage public
spaces green spaces and community. Sidney's development has been the opposite of the well
thought out human scale environment respecting high quality diverse housing we could have
had, instead it is a dogs breakfast of developer driven, architecturally low quality, uninspiring,
ugly, derivative mess. Huge lost opportunity for Sidney by the Sea to create community that is
coherent humane environmentally respectful culturally interesting diverse and as beautiful as its
surroundings.
Review and re-initiate the Mayor's downtown Revitalization Task force findings
I wish the Town would consider mandating face masks when out in public. In the last two weeks
Sidney has become very busy and very few people are wearing masks either on the streets or in
stores.
More info for investors interested in Sidney.
When going forward realizing that some of the things that had to be put in place for COVID are
actually beneficial for people with disabilities. Hopefully these will be considered going forward
Not change Bylaws without in person public consultation ie Bylaw change for STR
The towns continued support of our Sidney businesses which they are doing a good job of,
None come to mind immediately, but whatever we can do to safely provide concerts,
entertainment in a socially distant type of way with circles for distance seating in the public area
near the amphitheater. Positive community events which help support local business- I miss the
market, the shops and the social events.
Allow farm stands so we can sell produce from garden. Allow chickens
Some leadership around a community building exercise to manufacture masks and other
equipment relevant to Covid-19. There may be a second wave and the supplies would be
appreciated and it would be something those in the community could come together to do
(while observing social distancing protocols and of course a mask, if they have one [yet])
Assistance wherever possible to small local businesses
As a Town I would encourage the local vendors to continue to offer convenient delivery and
curbside pickup in the long term. Love to shop locally if I can, and this makes it possible if I don't
particularly want to go into stores. Also - could the Town act as coordinator to get groups going
– e.g. would like a Zoom knitting evening once a week but don't know any other knitters in
town. Zoom book clubs etc. I don't particularly like Zoom but it's all we have for awhile
Home owner finance
Maybe a free drive in movie at heritage acres
More options for restaurants, cafes to have outside patios especially on Beacon. Some way to
celebrate Canada Day in a safe way
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Allowing small backyard chicken coops within Sidney would be amazing. It give educational
experience for children, food for the family.
Support the small businesses financially if in need.
More safe walking areas being able to distance, community allotment garden areas, more picnic
tables along the waterfront especially along Lochside
I am happy with what’s been done.
I would really like to see the bylaws regarding chickens amended to allow residents to have a
couple of backyard
I love the idea of community gardens! I'd love to see the street market have a physical venue
somehow even if it's just 1 day.
can't think of anything; other than continue to educate public about importance of participating
in preventative measures for their protection and protection of others, especially since Sidney
has so many seniors
Use Town buying power to find low cost PPE for residents Increase patio space for restaurants
Plexiglass access for small business
I’ve watched quite a few businesses close so it would be great to somehow have start up
business initiatives
Community incentives
Walking street night on beacon like the market but less official
I like the idea of having their little tables and the chairs out where we can sit and have a coffee
or lunch is a great idea blocking off part of the street
Promote activities and news in town. Experiment accommodations to controlling virus
Anything that supports local employment and business recovery.
Consult with City of Victoria and neighbouring communities on exploring alternatives to police
dealing with mental health issues (ref: https://www.victoriabuzz.com/2020/06/victoriaunanimously-approves-looking-at-alternatives-to-policing-mental-health-issues/)
Taxes, and cost of owning a home breaks ...we all don’t have a money tree
Have stores enforce social distancing and masks. Masks especially.

33. Do you have any other thoughts you’d like to share with us in relation to the COVID-19
pandemic?
General themes in responses:
-

Appreciate whole community’s effort of following provincial guidance and staying safe
Appreciate the Town’s efforts so far in responding to the pandemic, sharing information, and
maintaining parks and public spaces
Thankful to live in Canada, BC, on Vancouver Island, and for strong Provincial guidance
Encourage people to wear masks, follow provincial guidance, don’t open up too soon
Concern about second wave of pandemic how it may be in winter, also how it may affect local
businesses

Individual responses:
-

I appreciate everything that has been done so far, and want to send a huge thank you to
everyone involved in the response plan, as well as all our frontline workers!
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No. The town is doing as well as it can. I will continue to support local business and hope we'll all
get through this intact.
I think the sharing of information has been done really well. More services accessible online. I
feel like safety is important here.
Nothing to do with the pandemic, but Sidney sidewalks have a terrible reputation for being
dangerous, too many places to trip, uneven, I have even written a poem about them!
Delivery services need improvement in my area
Just to remember the residents on the west side of Sidney
Do not open too soon.
More info on hours that stores are open, it seems to change often and some are only open
certain days of the week. I love to support local but places aren’t always open
Too many condos and people, no place to safely walk. Shops are continually closing. Poor
balance of residents, business and infrastructure.
We are very luck to live where we live
The EOC did a fantastic job, can’t say enough good things about them.
I love Sidney-just moved here over 1 year ago and I'm still in the "honeymoon" phase. We can't
wait for everything to be back to normal so we can enjoy our little town the way we used to.
Thanks for all of your hard work during this difficult time.
Thank you to everyone!
I would like to know in what area those affected with Covid -19 live.
The Town has been well prepared to deal with this difficult time. Most people are considerate
and observing the guidelines.
In recent years, the town of Sidney embarked on densification. It is precisely what Covid19
thrives on: crowd and closed quarters. Perhaps the city should review this policy and re
zone/redesign its streetscapes to include wider sidewalks/pavement in the city.
Keep the parks open
Municipalities need to think about how we keep the economy moving forward in the fall, before
a possible second wave hits.
It would be nice if all stores were consistent in their rules. For example all stores except personal
bags or all stores don't.
Town of Sidney did a great (is doing a great) job with trying to keep people apart while
encouraging getting outside.
I just wanted to say that the businesses that I've gone into have done a great job with all the
safety measures. I've been to other municipalities and really feel that Sidney has done a great
job. Well done.
Scarier and scarier because of non-compliance.
Appreciate the signage along walkways about social distancing. Could add more arrows on
walkways to keep people going in the right directions along the waterway.
Thanks for the survey and seeking our thoughts and opinions.
Grateful to live on the peninsula for its open spaces
Wear a mask!!!
Maybe publish Sidney numbers.
We are so incredibly fortunate to live in Canada, and especially our dear lovely Sidney.
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I think the town has done an excellent job during this difficult time. It was good to see that the
Parks Dept. kept up with the plantings and greenery and lawn mowing so that the town always
looked good.
The town has done a pretty solid job so far, keep up the good work!
There should be purchasing limits in stores for items all people need to prevent hoarding and
resulting inability to secure basic health protection for their food supply and sanitation.
Example: bleach/disinfectants and hand sanitizers, other
Less surveys, more action.
Please encourage people to wear masks!
I would have felt safer to know broadly where the virus’s out breaks were on Vancouver island.
This would help reduce anxiety,
Making testing available here in Sidney
Close Beacon Ave for pedestrians only. The sidewalks are too narrow for proper distancing and
people can’t shop easily on pencil-thin pedestrian walkways when cars take up all the space and
pollute the air. Outdoors is the safest place and yet cars are the priority in Sidney. Give it to the
people, it’s so easily done.
Just the fear of the second wave, especially since we did so well but have zero herd immunity.
Our town has done a good job. Spring and summer have lightened the load, but a fall and winter
virus will be doubly devastating.
My main concern is the masks, esp. if COVID gets worse. I think people are being respectful On
the whole in Sidney.
In summer it can be tolerated, in winter it is going to be a big problem.
I have found it to be the strangest and scariest of times and we MUST WEAR A MASK AND
PHYSICALLY DISTANCING UNTIL WE HAVE A VACCINE!!!
Overall it has been well handled by all government levels. But the citizens need more
information on where cases have been. Such as how many cases in Sidney if any?
I love the little ways people supported each other: inspirational chalk messages on the airport
trail and banging pots at 7:00pm for health care workers
There was a lot of signage re: one way paths and maintaining 2 meters apart, but they are
regularly vandalized. Better consistency of checking to ensure signage is visible would be good.
Maybe some way sidewalks downtown Sidney.
I hope this pandemic has been the eye opener we have all needed to find a better way to live
our lives. To cease the herd mentality we have grown into. To find ways to lower the cost of
living so that we can all pay our way and feel connected within our communities. Caring and
sharing so everyone really is "in this together".
Thanks for maintaining the parks like the Rose Garden so well during this difficult time. Shout
out to Wes in Parks.
It's not over yet. Maybe reducing amount of visitors flowing onto Vancouver Island would be
wise. We're worried about an uptick in cases brought from away, from the mainland
Why are we spending so much money on a 24/7 fire department, and why do they have
anything to do with Covid-19 related matters. Would like to see what the actual spending is to
the department
AS WE WILL NOT BE ABLE TO INTERACT AS MUCH HELP LOCAL BUSINESSES ON LINE SERVICES
AND DELIVERY
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Thank you for providing a web site. I did check it regularly for information.
More could have been done as far as our sons graduation celebrations goes
I'm concerned about the future of organized leisure opportunities and the non-use of recreation
facilities in general, wondering how things like the public swimming pool, skating rink, art
classes, general leisure classes for all ages and so on will be brought back for us to enjoy. And I
really miss the special music, arts and cultural events that are so important to individual wellbeing and community vitality.
Good luck! There are some difficult times ahead, hopefully hiding good opportunities.
BC has done so well. I am proud to be living in BC. However, I’m concerned that people will just
jump back into their normal activities, and we will have a resurgence of cases.
Keep up the good work!
We are very lucky. We have Dr. Bonnie Henry and we have a strong community.
Good job so far! Thank you for all the work you folks have done.
The Town of Sidney has shown exemplary service to the community through this unprecedented
period.
Two things - 1. Messaging - Don't be a Vector could be added to the Be Kind, Be Calm, Be Safe 2.
This may provide us an opportunity to rethink how we approach a variety of things from
shopping as entertainment, to air travel, to culture to social relationships to the economic
structure of our country
As the kids say "When will it be over?!!" And I sincerely hope we will remain vigilante so that we
don't suffer a second wave of the virus!!
Mayor & Council and Town have done a good job coping with the Covid-19 challenges. I hope
your continuing management and flexibility will be just as good. I feel lucky to live in a town with
such strong leadership. Thank you all for your efforts thus far!
We moved to Sidney in mid-March from isolated rural countryside. We find Sidney town is very
friendly, warm and cheerful.
What a mess we are leaving the generations following us
Bonnie Henry is the best! She has done a top notch job.
I think people are generally becoming too complacent regarding distances and mask wearing in
shops and on the streets. The pandemic is by no means over.
I think most of the people in Sidney have remained very calm, kept their distant and been very
careful however I would like to see more people wearing masks. - it just shows that they care for
others
Neighbors, friends, family and general public were most willing, with few exceptions to follow
BC pandemic guidelines
Consistency of rules should be maintained – e.g. wearing masks
Let’s ensure we do all we can to continue to support local businesses
None good job everyone
Thank you for taking care of the community. I've found my experience here to balance a feeling
of being safe with having the necessary resources available to have a degree of "normal" in our
day to day!
Huge concern about lack education of children.
Love the town of Sidney! As a 30 year resident, the town is always clean and well maintained
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The parks department should have used this time to upgrade/refurbish playgrounds. The park at
Calvin and Bowerbank was closed for covid which makes sense. Closed now for repairs. Doesn't
make much sense.
I think that this pandemic has made people stop and think about this world and what needs to
be done to improve our health and quality of life. Enjoying what this beautiful world has to offer
us and try to repair the damage we have cause it.
Love the patios the restaurants can utilize. Fantastic idea. Need more of these!
I used to volunteer, but have stopped due to COVID, in order to shrink my bubble.
I think we have done very well here to curtail the spread of the virus, thanks also to Dr. Bonnie
Henry's wise advice. Sadness felt because of the deaths experienced in B.C. and other provinces
and the world.
I feel like social distancing was and is still ignored on Beacon Avenue and there should be more
done to promote and enforce it
Sidney has been a great place to be compared with so much of the country -- climate and safety.
Thought the whole thing was overblown since the beginning and still do. It's not right to shut
down the whole world and economy for a flu. People are dying from other things besides covid.
They always will. This pandemic has brought child abuse, spousal abuse, homicide, suicide,
depression and alcoholism as well as undiagnosed illnesses and deaths that could have been
caught and treated earlier. We will never be told the true stats. This new world control can't end
soon enough for me and my family.
I feel the Town of Sidney has done an excellent job with helping it's residents through stay at
home orders, encouraging people to help the vulnerable and encouraging getting to know the
town, residents and businesses.
Although we are headed to move to phase 3, we are cautiously optimistic and are trying our
best to enjoy what we have while not doing too much. I can’t wait for the normalcy to come
back where our beautiful town is back in full bloom with people smiling.
Make Beacon after 5th street pedestrian only. Too many people not social distancing on the
sidewalks.
Allowing a cafe to barricade one parking spot is pathetic forcing patrons to be surrounded by
carbon monoxide. Give Beacon to the people, not to the cars.
Overall grocery stores have done a wonderful job of keeping ahead of a challenging task. Overall
Sidney has done an excellent job with communication/ updates regarding covid especially with it
being an unprecedented situation
I am proud of how Sidney responded with grace under the threat of COVID 19. With the looming
fear, everyone; residents, Sidney Township, emergency services, and essential businesses and
neighbouring communities have and continue to strive to keep us safe and calm. Well done
beautiful BC
Some kind of outreach program… even virtual that checks in and supports those stuck at home.
Many of us don't want to burden family members who are stressed out and busy so we feel
guilty asking. Perhaps a program that contacts people every couple of weeks to offer ideas when
there are challenges
I'm worried all the small locally owned and operated shops will close and big chains and foreign
investors will start buying up more property and making Sidney unaffordable for us to stay. All
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of the large buildings going up now doesn't seem like a good direction already. Sidney will turn
into the new Richmond if you're not careful
Stay in your community
Stores keep regular hours so not as many waiting during shortened specific hours. Shortened
hours cause bunch ups.
Am happy to see Beacon opening up. More frequent updates from the Town by email or in the
PNR. I'm glad I live in Sidney.
I sense it is a lonely time for some. Maybe people could register to have someone call?
Eliminate parking requirements for all land uses in order to make housing more affordable,
reduce GHGs, make transport more equitable.
More consistency among stores with approach to COVID regardless of what the approach is.
This virus is going to remain a threat for some time ... We need to find a way to ensure people
remain alert not so much mumsie urging but by providing honest current information and
treating people as adults.
Very thankful to be in Canada, and BC, and particularly on the Island these days.
I think the Town of Sidney has done a remarkable job --giving public notice of events,
restrictions, access, helping those with bills, etc.
I don't believe the risk to our community is as severe as your measures make it out to be. Please
keep in mind that there are many negative effects associated with the measures already put in
place. What are you doing to quantify the negative effects of your policy's to ensure you haven't
done more harm than good.
Please try and create activities and programmes for young people especially teenagers. And try
to get life back to normal as soon as possible. We are responsible adults and can practice social
distancing ourselves and be socially responsible. Thank you.
Really loved the town website keeping us updated on businesses open
The town has done a good job in responding to the initial challenges imposed by Covid 19, but,
as noted above, we need a recovery plan to help us move to the new normal
Now that distancing is widely accepted as a norm is it necessary to have so much direction
(municipal signage for rules etc.
Sidney was definitely the place to be. People were so respectful of distance. There was a
calmness, friendliness from retailers through to the walkers on the street.
The importance of all pulling together.
None at this time. Everyone has done the best they can given the circumstances, including the
town staff. I can't fault anyone for their efforts.
Thank you to all who have continued to work, to keep Sidney a safe place to live.
Wish it would go away now. Keep an eye on the arrival of vaccines and provide these to local
residents when available.
Most people are waiting to return to the way things used to be, but that is gone, and they have
not accepted that or even understand that. This is our new future and we have to all move
forward with what is with acceptance
it, and other infectious disease will be ongoing.
It is a concern to see some businesses still closed and I hope it's not permanent. I would also like
to see the borders stay closed and NO international flights whatsoever
Keep the borders closed.
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Inasmuch as there are bound to be future pandemics, there should be strategies developed at
the national, provincial and local levels for dealing with pandemics.
Strange times bring big changes, many so drastic, and a few good ones such as reduced
pollution
1: Very scary that our response has not changed much since the plague in 1665/1666 (see
Defoe's "Plague Year". 2: Pandemic control is best handled at the community level (see Eyam
Village England 1665/1666) not at the provincial or national level. For example the Alert Bay
emergency had no impact on Sidney and yet it was all lumped together as Vancouver Island. 3:
Since history and C19 show that pandemics are best controlled at the community level (see
above) we need information on cases & deaths at the community level not Island, BC or Canada
levels! Very frustrating and alarming!
Masks, make it a bylaw infraction with a fine, for non-compliance
Thank you & keep up the good work
This is just a small sample of what is to come. We need to really prepare out area to become
resilient, we are not.
Sidney and North Saanich need an integrated management strategy for the environment and
local food production. Many thanks for this opportunity.
Had been quite happy with the regulations and rules but seems to be lacking in the grocery
stores drugstores now. Shoppers not following distancing rules. Need to be stricter. Youth not
following the distancing rules walking in groups blocking sidewalks. Ocean walkway people not
following the directions rules. Small shops have been excellent though since reopened.
We love the charm of Sidney. It would be terrible if business were forced to close their doors
permanently because of this pandemic. We hope addition supports and incentives can be made
available to help these hurting business, their owners and employees during this time. Also, it
takes only a short time for people to get into financial difficulty, but it takes a very long time to
recover. I hope the Tow of Sidney will consider this in the next few years as plans are made.
We are extremely fortunately to live in BC and particularly on the Island. We have had excellent
leadership from government and as long as the public continues to cooperate, we will be fine.
I’m worried people will go back to their “old ways”. We still have a long road to go. Keep ferry
traffic limited, borders closed
I am impressed with the Town of Sidney's response to the COVID pandemic, signs, street
improvements.
Good job
Why can't this be like North Saanich, there was never an emergency there???
no with but thanks all the city workers who continued with their job and the council who
continue to finds ways of helping and the city staff who worked from home or office
You really need to put a light in at Pat Bay and McDonald. It’s ridiculous that you are permitting
North Sidney to be built up, but not have the ability to turn left onto the highway.
The metal stress of how everyone is doing covid 19 home projects and bettering themselves is
too much for us. Both m and my partner work full time and are shift workers and we work
opposite shift. Due to lines and the lack of things like cleaning products we have even less time
to spend as a family. We are over worked, stressed and need a break which we will never be
given as we are both essential.
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Working in a flower shop, most customers have been very understanding of the new situation
we are all in. A few rude customers, but outnumbered by the good!
It is lovely to see Sidney starting to open up again slowly. Kudos for making a small start on
adding outdoor space for cafes and pedestrians on Beacon. Hope you don't stop now!
You’re doing a great job
A large amount of construction going on and with the 3rd phase coming up, concerned about
pedestrians, traffic and parking issues.
When the second wave of this comes require that masks be worn by all( if medical reasons
person can’t need to have some kind of paperwork stating so)
Just that we are fortunate to live in a caring community up to now. What will result with all this
over building of unaffordable housing and tree removal remains to be seen
I do not think Beacon Avenue should be changed to pedestrian only nor do I think cement berms
should be placed outside businesses taking away from parking for seniors. The Town needs to
think very carefully before such drastic measures. The bakery area is a good example. Physical
safety should be seriously considered otherwise the Town maybe facing personal injury law
suits. Yellow tape and small signs do not prevent falls.
Help encourage local farms to sell their produce here in Sidney... like parking lot market or
something, not everyone can drive to farms… we want to support local farms!
Find a way to reopen Sidney Street Market. It’s a plus for local businesses. Perhaps having it at
Tulista or Iroquois Park would be an option. Seems the town simply gave up on the market
If we do not address the climate change challenge in a meaningful manner right now - and I
mean mitigation not adaptation - Nature will continue to throw us pandemics and increased
natural disasters.
I hope that this is a positive reset button for the world to change a lot of things. I try to look
forward to what the world will be like on the other side of this, whenever that may be.
We appreciate the flexibility of the town...restaurants in particular. Being open for takeout. We
supported local restaurants weekly, and it was a nice change when being stuck at home.
The town should do all they can to offset the economic impact on local businesses without
taking on to much debt or significantly compromising existing programs.
Town of Sidney Staff and Administration have done a FINE JOB of managing the town during this
crisis....Thank You!
Appreciate the Councilors, Terri O'Keefe and Peter Wainwright who post information on
Facebook
Appreciate the efforts of the Fire Dept. and visible presence on streets. Heartening to see the
appreciation of local businesses.
Thank you Town Council and Staff for all your work. We can do so much better and are given the
opportunity now to get back on track build on strengths to be a better place and not another
community destroyed by developers making quick money.
It has the potential to create a better new normal by raising awareness of our personal space.
Just that I am very thankful I live here compared to so many other places in the world that are
seriously struggling with this pandemic. Sidney has been blessed.
I've been impressed with the care most shops are taking limiting customers and supplying hand
sanitizer at the entrances. I also appreciate the daily updates from the Town. I wish there were a
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way to make the population pay more attention to precautions when in public. And as I said
earlier, perhaps mandating the wearing of masks. Thank you for this survey.
Lack of open washrooms were inconvenient, however very much appreciated the tough
lockdown for keeping residents safe.
Pleased to see the town gardens well cared for, thanks to the staff!
Our Town of Sidney has done a great job of being supportive of each other and our local
businesses.
I have attended one online Sidney town meeting (via Zoom) and appreciated it. Thanks for
asking and reaching out for input. Edmonton did these type of surveys for community input and
proposed changes on a regular basis- this was a very productive, useful and informative
mechanism which was able to reach a broad cross section of the population for valuable input.
Improve your communication to citizens. Most people I know didn’t know where to get info
A renewed effort by our town to keep our parks, walkways and outdoor exercise
equipment/recreational areas open. Closing things is taking the easy way out, education,
coaching and town leadership presence to manage the pandemic going forward demonstrates
superior leadership.
Less than impressed with how efficiently everything was dealt with at the beginning by the
Federal and Provincial governments, but very impressed how the Town of Sidney moved on
everything, well done!
Thank you for the regular emails that pointed us to notices and updates - that was extremely
helpful. Thank you for keeping the washrooms open for homeless people (in Iroquois I think),
and for providing a rest station for truckers etc. at the Winspear.
I think the stores and restaurants have done a great job during the past months. Those who
stayed open and those who are now opening. As well medical offices and services.
I think the Town has done a very good job with all the initiatives in place, especially opening the
park washroom showers, & making parking available to essential truckers. Also the signage to
separate path users. I would like to see the Town Council meetings moved to Mary Winspear
center or someplace suitable so the public can participate. Also it is vital the public can engage
in the OCP
I appreciate how our mayor and council have kept residents informed through the pandemic. I
also really appreciate the signage along popular walkways. I would like to see masks worn much
more in stores (i.e. save on, home hardware) we have a large vulnerable populations that we
need to look out for and protect.
Keep doing a great job
Be glad when it's over but still at risk with all viruses for myself with SIDD - Secondary Immune
deficiency disease
I just wish everyone would do with Dr. Henry says wear a mask and stay 6 feet apart I noticed
when I’m shopping I don’t see too many masks it’s for our benefit that they wear masks not just
theirs
Thank goodness for Dr. Henry and Minister Dix! Thank goodness we are an island. Thank
goodness we have store front businesses
The Town of Sidney has done a great job of keeping residents informed and safe. Thank you!
I drove by Tulista Park today and there was not any social distancing at the skate park

